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ABSTRACT
This thesis aims to investigate the tribological behaviours of the rubbing steel/steel
pairs with a proposed polyphosphate lubricant at the temperatures of ferrite rolling
and the effect of lubrication on the texture of interstitial free (IF) steel which is rolled
in the ferrite temperature range. As complex tribological reactions at the sliding
interface depend on the high load and temperature conditions, the thesis will provide
a better insight into the possible tribochemical reactions of the given polyphosphate
lubricant system which can reduce friction and wear, minimise oxidation, improve
surface quality and texture for better drawability.
The flow stress and pyroplastic behaviour of two kinds of IF steels were investigated
systematically by the compression tests on Gleeble 3500 Simulator in the ferrite
(warm) temperature range. Two different constitutive equations were developed from
the experimental results and they can be used to reliably predict the flow stress and
pyroplastic deformation behaviour of IF steel under ferrite rolling. The rolling of IF
steel indicates a better lubrication performance of the polyphosphate lubricant can be
achieved over lubricating oil and unlubricated condition.
The influence of polyphosphate lubricant during ferrite rolling process was studied in
the ferrite temperature range. Another two different lubrication conditions of
lubricating oil and dry conditions were used to compare the lubrication performance
with proposed lubricant. The rolling force, friction coefficient, roll and strip
roughness and strip oxidation can be improved under lubricated conditions. The
polyphosphate lubricant showed a better micro surface roughness than under
lubricating oil and dry conditions. The mechanism of inorganic polyphosphate
lubricant effect on the steel surface was studied to explain the improved lubrication
performance during ferrite rolling of IF steel.
A series of high temperature tests which included the in-situ thermal evolution test
and isothermal reaction test of the polyphosphate lubricant on the steel surface were
carried out from 100 to 850 °C by the laser confocal microscope (high temperature
microscope). The in-situ thermal evolution test indicated the liquid-like lubricating
behaviour of the proposed lubricant. It formed a uniform film covering on the steel
surface to further protect the steel surface from the oxidation at elevated
VI
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temperatures. A homogeneous film was formed which included iron atoms. This
phosphate layer adhered well to the steel surface through the chemical reactions at
the interface. The IR spectra indicated that for all testing temperatures, the thermal
chemical reaction film showed no change of their structure due to its highly thermal
stability.
High temperature ball-on-disc tribological tests were carried out to simulate the
contact, tribological behaviours, chemical conversion evolution and oxidation
resistance of polyphosphate lubricant in the roll bite from 600 to 800 °C The
polyphosphate reduced the friction between the tribo-pair and increased the wear
resistance because of the formation of layered tribo-induced zone. It also presented
good lubrication persistence in the long duration tribotests. The IF steel disc
outstandingly showed the reduction of wear volume up to 80%, and the
corresponding steel ball showed the reduction up to 60%. The micro roughness of
worn surfaces under lubricated condition was also improved.
The dendritic pattern of polyphosphate was observed via SEM/EDS from worn
surface. It showed the fluid-like character during the sliding process at elevated
temperatures, providing the viscous lubricating ability of molten polyphosphate. The
microstructure evolution of the tribo-induced interface was investigated by TEM at
the elevated temperatures, as well as the structural change of the lubricant in the
molten state and its effect on the oxidation. It clearly showed the inhomogeneously
multi-layered structure, including four distinct sublayers from surface to iron oxide
base. Higher load always presents a better layer density during the formation of this
sublayer. It also provides the motive power for the chemical reaction at high
temperatures.
The sublayer formation mechanism was presented in the tribo-induced zone. It was
mainly due to the molten glassy state, ions exchange and chemical reaction at high
temperature. Different sublayer showed various effective functions during contact
and relative motion at ferrite temperature range. It showed the load supporting
capability, as well as covered cracks and pores to reduce further oxidation. The
whole layered tribo-induced zone showed good wear and friction resistance property
at ferrite temperatures.
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The lubrication effect on both macrotexture and microtexture of ferrite rolled strips
was analysed with various temperature and rolling reduction by means of XRD and
EBSD. Compared with dry rolling condition, the polyphosphate lubricant and
lubricating oil pronouncedly improved the surface macrotexture with a higher
fraction of γ-value of {111} orientation intensity and decreased {100} orientation. As
a consequence, good drawability can be obtained after ferrite rolling. These lubricant
effects mainly acted on the top surface while the center of thickness cross-section
showed less effect by the lubricant. The polyphosphate lubricant can effectively
suppress the shear texture even at a higher reduction and reduce in-grain shear bands.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION
Interstitial Free (IF) steel is widely used as the automotive outer and inner parts,
because of its excellent ductility which strongly depends on the texture evolution [14]. IF steel with extra-high r-value can be produced by hot rolling in the ferrite
region, below the α-γ transformation temperature [3, 5-8]. However, friction between
a roll and a strip would produce different rolling textures, which will result in the
undesirable texture responsible for the deep drawability. To this point, the
introduction of lubrication in metal forming is required to improve the surface finish
and the expected texture of ferrite rolled steel, especially in a ferrite rolling
temperature range [9-11]. The effect of liquid lubricants on the texture during ferrite
rolling have been investigated [5-7, 12-14], nevertheless very little research work has
systematically studied the effect of lubrication on both the tribological behaviour and
microstructural evolution of the tribo-stressed materials as a whole during the ferrite
rolling process of IF steels.
A variety of water- and oil-based lubricants have been widely applied to the metal
forming processes in the form of film. However, at elevated temperature and extreme
pressures, it is uncertain if a uniform and stable film at the tribo-stressed interface
can be formed to obtain simultaneously a low friction, a reduced wear volume and an
anti-oxidizing function, as well as the good surface finish and the texture
homogeneity. Polyphosphate glasses have been found to be responsible for the
antiwear and reducing friction in the sliding pairs [15-18], e.g. Zinc dialkyl
dithiophosphate (ZDDP) has been used successfully as an antiwear additive in engine
oils. The polyphosphates interact with iron oxide to provide the antiwear ability
under pressure, shear and temperature [19, 20]. However, as the noxious reaction
products and particulate ash from ZDDP cause harmful effects to the environment at
elevated temperatures [16, 21, 22]. There is a challenging opportunity to develop a
new aqueous lubricant that can be used at high temperature around 800 °C. At the
same time, it needs to be more environmental-friendly with water replacing oil as a
medium, and generated no noxious by-products. In particular it should have an
excellent antiwear, corrosion inhibition and antioxidation properties as well as ZDDP
in hot metal working applications. Therefore, in this study the aim is to investigate
the tribological behaviours of the rubbing steel/steel pairs with a proposed
1
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polyphosphate lubricant at the temperatures during ferrite rolling from the laboratory
experiment to the bench test, and the lubrication effect on the texture during ferrite
rolling of IF steel.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the antiwear mechanism of polyphosphate needs
to

be

further

discerned

despite

some

feasible

mechanisms

proposed,

thermomechanical and tribochemical models [19, 21, 23-30]. Although the
interaction between polyphosphate species and ferrous-based material is widely
accepted to form the tribofilm during friction contact, complex tribological reactions
occur at the sliding interface depending on the applied tribological conditions. It is
important to gain a better insight into the possible tribochemical reactions of the
given polyphosphate lubricant system. For the surface under tribo-stressed conditions
wear and deformation always occur. The structure evolution of the surface and nearsurface should be intensively investigated, e.g. the grain boundary and texture, from
the laboratory experiments to the bench test. Especially at elevated temperature,
lubricating film of polyphosphate composite can be formed through melting on the
rubbing interface, and provide a viscous lubricating action in the boundary/mixed
film lubrication regime. However, little research is available to confirm the
tribological response of this molten lubricating film, as well as the complicated
friction-induced surface/interface phenomena.
In this thesis, inorganic polyphosphate lubricant is applied to the ferrite rolling of IF
steel, in the absence and the presence of lubricant. The friction and wear properties
of steel/steel are comparatively determined by the laboratory experiments and bench
tests at ferrite temperatures, to quantity the lubrication effect on friction and wear.
After friction tests the surface/interface structure and compositional distribution of
these samples are observed to give the direct evidence to the lubrication effect. It also
elucidates the antiwear mechanism and possible tribochemical reactions at the sliding
interface. Furthermore, the influence of lubrication on the texture of the rolled steel
cross-section is analysed using the combined XRD/EBSD techniques to obtain the
evolution of through-thickness texture gradients. A schematic showing the respective
chapters of the research work and their aims in this thesis is presented in Fig. 1.1 and
Fig. 1.2. The Chapter 1 is an introduction for the whole thesis. The Chapter 2
summarises the previous work and their limitations related to my research work. The
2
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Chapter 3 presents all the experimental methods which are used for my research
work. The Chapter 4 to 6 are the main chapters of my own work in details. In
addition, the Chapter 7 is the conclusions of my work and some recommendations
for the further study.

Fig. 1.1 The schematic showing the respective chapter of the research work and their
aims (details of tribology behaviour work are shown in Fig. 1.2 due to the space
limitation)
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Fig. 1.2 The schematic showing the details of the research work on the tribological
behaviour
4
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter contains information on topics considered essential for an understanding
of the mechanics of ferrite (warm) rolling, lubrication effect during metal forming,
properties of polyphosphate based lubricant at high temperatures, and the role of
lubrication on the tribological behaviour and microstructure during ferrite rolling.
2.1
2.1.1

Ferrite rolling of interstitial free (IF) steel
Mechanism and benefits of ferrite rolling

Ferrite (warm) rolling is defined as rolling of steel at a lower temperature, typically
between 600-800 °C, than conventional hot rolling (800-1000 °C). There is a strong
push to roll the hot steel strip at ferrite transformation temperature (600-800 °C) to
reduce the energy cost from reheat furnace and minimise formation of oxide scale so
as to obtain lower strip reheating temperatures, lower rolling loads and roll wear
reduction. The benefits also come from the good ductility of hot rolled strips and low
deformation hardening during hot rolling with narrow gaps between hot and cold
rolling [31].
Compared with conventional austenite rolling, the difference in the processing routes
of a ferrite rolling is illustrated in Fig. 2.1[32]. The reduction of considerable cost
can be achieved from various aspects. The most obvious benefits come from the
reduction of reheating temperature at the ferrite temperature range, with a
pronounced productivity increase for the reheating furnace. The reheating
temperatures are around 950 to 1050 °C for the ferrite rolling. Under a lower
temperature condition, the initial grain size with austenite will be reduced and the
ferrite recrystallization kinetics can be simultaneously enhanced during heating.
During the ferrite rolling process, the lower rolling temperature can improve the
surface of the rolled strips with less surface defects such as cracks in the oxide layer.
Owing to the phase transformation happens before rolling, the flatness will be
improved with less internal stresses. Other benefits can be achieved from the
technology aspect. Normally, cold rolled strip is a final product in the steel industry
for the entire rolling process. In order to achieve the minimum thickness of the hot
strip, the heat loss needs to be brought into consideration. Uncontrolled rolling
temperature in the inter-critical thermal region, which the rolling is carried out in the
5
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γ-α transformation temperature range, may cause unstable mechanical properties of
strips after rolling [33]. For the austenitic rolling, it is not easy to be performed
because the ultra low carbon steels always have a high phase transformation
temperature if the content of Mn is less than 0.2%. The final hot strip with a
thickness from two to five millimeters unavoidably requires a reheating temperature
more than 1250 °C. Therefore, the production of a thin-gauge hot strip which the
thickness is always less than 1.8 mm is impossible through the traditional hot rolling.
However, the ferrite rolling provides a possibility to produce sufficient deepdrawable hot strip as final product without cold rolling. Two different methods of
ferrite rolling of deep drawable thin-gauge hot strips can be produced by the
following process, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

Fig. 2.1 Comparison of (a) classic hot rolling and (b) ferrite rolling [32]

Fig. 2.2 Production of thin-gauge hot strip with (a) soft hot strip and (b) hard hot
strip with additional annealing [34]
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One is called the soft method, which requires a complete recrystallization from
coiling. A higher finishing rolling and coiling temperature should be performed to
soft the strip. The hard materials method involves an additional annealing for grain
recrystallization with further lowering finishing temperatures during the ferrite
rolling process. Thinner hot strip which is less than 1 millimetre can be produced by
this method.
Steelmakers have taken an interest in ferrite (warm) rolling, as it has the potential to
broaden the product range and decrease the cost of hot-rolled strip [35, 36]. These
advantages can affect all stages of the rolling process, beginning with reheating,
followed by ferrite rolling, pickling, and after that cold rolling. As shown in Table
2.1 [37], the benefits details of each stage are listed to illustrate the advantages in the
entire production process. Table 2.2 summarizes the influence of ferrite rolling on
the properties of hot rolled steel strips [37].
Table 2.1 Obtained advantages from each stage during the implementation of ferrite
rolling [37]

Table 2.2 Improved properties of hot rolled strips attributable to ferrite rolling [37]

In summary, the advantages related to the ferrite rolling practice at the hot strip mill
are numerous as shown in the following list:
a) Energy saving and less oxidation derived from the use of a low reheating
temperature.
7
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b) Easy to apply the ferrite rolling by using the current hot rolling mills.
c) Less surface defects generally induced by the use of a low Mn content or high
temperature rolling stage at the edger mill.
d) Less work roll wear and banding due to the decreased roll temperatures.
e) Better strip flatness control by rolling and cooling with a transformed and
homogeneous ferrite microstructure.
f) No more metallurgical limitation for the hot rolling of very thin gauge strip.
As discussed above, the ferrite rolling technology is an effective way to improve the
hot rolling process with less cost and better product quality. The proper application
of ferrite rolling with specific steel such as interstitial free steel can reach a better
performance during rolling as well as improved final product.
2.1.2

Production of IF steel by means of ferrite rolling

Interstitial Free (IF) steel is widely used in the automotive industry because of its
excellent ductility [4-6, 38]. It is termed as clean steel with very few precipitates
which can effectively improve the material and mechanical properties [39, 40].
Fortunately, the deformation load of the existing finishing stands of hot rolling mills
can provide an adequate capacity for ferrite rolling of IF steels. As shown in Fig. 2.3
[34], the flow stresses of the IF steel are lower at ferrite temperature range from 700
to 870 °C than those at 950 °C in the traditional austenitic temperature region [34,
41]. It matches well the ferrite rolling temperature and has a wider temperature range
than ferrite rolling of other ultra-low carbon (ULC) steels.

Fig. 2.3 Flow stress for ε= 0.8 of ULC and IF steel over the range of deformation
temperatures (strain rate 10 s-1) [34]
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Numerous studies have been carried out on the ferrite rolling of IF steels and other
ultra-low carbon (ULC) steels. Compared with the conventional austenitic rolling,
the main difference is the focus on the temperature effect. Barnett et al. [8] reported
the temperature effect on the texture of ferrite rolled IF steel, as shown in Fig. 2.4.
The orientation distribution function (ODF) of IF steel and low carbon (LC) steel is
similar on both <110> (parallel to rolling direction) and {111} (parallel to normal
direction) axis. But the texture intensity of the two steels is different with the
temperature increase. The maximum texture intensity of LC steel can be found at
700 °C and the intensities at 70 °C and 300 °C are similar. For the IF steel, the
intensity is stable with a minor decrease at 700 °C. Fig. 2.5 shows the shear band
frequency versus the temperature [37]. The banding is unaffected on the IF steel by
the rolling temperature under unlubricated condition. From 450 °C, the in-grain shear
band slightly increased with temperature. It can be concluded the shear band of IF
steel which comes from its original property can not be improved by the ferrite
rolling under dry condition.

Fig. 2.4 φ2=45° ODF sections for the LC and IF steels rolled at 70, 300 and 700°C [8]
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Fig. 2.5 In-grain shear band as a function of rolling temperature [37]
Fig. 2.6 shows the rolling temperature effect on the grain size [42]. The figure
indicates that rolling temperature has a smaller influence on the grain size of IF steel
samples at ferrite temperature range. However, the grain size of LC steel shows a
sensitive response with rolling temperatures and increases dramatically when the
temperature is above 400 °C.

Fig. 2.6 Influence of rolling temperature on the recrystallized grain size [42]
Lubrication condition is another primary factor influencing the ferrite rolling process.
Both the surface and macrostructure can be improved by a proper application of
lubricant. In the finishing stands of a hot rolling mill, the strip-roll interface always
includes layers of tertiary scale on the strip surface. These layers play an important
role in the tribological behaviour at the contact interface. It can significantly affect
the hot rolls wear as well. Moreover rolling at this temperature can also cause the
shear texture to form on the surface, which affects the deep drawing properties such
as formability in the subsequent processes. With proper roll bite lubrication it is
possible to avoid this problem while rolling at lower temperature [43]. Therefore, the
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wise choice of lubricant and proper use it during ferrite rolling will achieve
satisfactory products with both improved surface and material properties.
2.2
2.2.1

Lubrication in metal forming
Lubricants of metal forming

The aim of applying lubrication in the metal forming is to reduce the deformation
force, cool the contact pair, reduce the wear and friction of both contact bodies and
achieve a better surface quality. The economic benefits of using lubricants are
exclamatory because approximate 30% of the energy consumption in the industry is
associated with the wear and friction. It occupies approximately 2% of the gross
national product (GNP) in France [44] and 4.5% in Germany [45].
Currently, lubricants of metal forming can be classified into four groups, water based,
oil based, synthetic and solid film. Basically, their physical status during the metal
forming process is in two states, the liquid and solid lubricant [10, 46-49]. A
multitude of variables are pertaining to the process. The rolling system, the
deforming materials, and the lubricant, significantly affect the effectiveness of
lubricants in metal forming. Process variables include interface pressure, sliding
velocity, interface temperature, and surface expansion, where tools and material
variables consist of materials characteristics, surface topographies and hardness level.
Therefore, the complex inter-relationship of these variables inherent in a specific
forming process requires a lubricant with specific characteristics to achieve desirable
friction at the tool-workpiece interface. Moreover, the formulation of metalworking
lubricant is also constrained by the need to minimize its impact on the environment.
Emulsion lubricant, a homogenous system, consisting of immiscible liquid dispersed
in the form of droplets, e.g. oil in water, has been applied in metal rolling, because its
lubricating characteristic is almost similar to neat oil [10, 46-49]. Additionally, it has
better cooling efficiency than neat oils, and water is the best fluid in conveying away
the heat. However, emulsions are inherently unstable, especially at elevated
temperatures and extreme pressures. It is uncertain if an effective lubrication of
liquid mediums can be achieved on the sliding interfaces since a number of oil-based
lubricants degrades seriously due to their high sensitivity to temperatures [50]. For
instance, Booser et al. [51] listed the influence of temperatures on the viscosity of
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some typical auto lubricating oil, as shown in Table 2.3. It can be clearly seen that
the viscosity drastically decreases from 40 to 100 °C. Moreover, it is likely that the
oil-based lubricant will be burnt out completely at high temperatures. For ferrite
rolling of IF steel, the temperature sensitivity of the liquid oil will decrease the
efficiency of the lubrication performance.
Table 2.3 Viscosity variation with temperature of auto lubricating oil [51]

Furthermore, water-based lubricants have been widely used instead of graphite-based
lubricants, including alkyl maleate base, carbonic acid base and water-glass base [24,
52]. However, these lubricants face major hurdles due to shortened die life by its
lower lubricity and seizure. Especially liquid lubricant always shows some
limitations at high temperature due to its sensitivity and degradation as the
temperature increases.
By contrast with liquid lubricants, solid lubricant is a clean and effective product to
replace the oil and other liquid lubricant, including organic and inorganic two groups.
The representative inorganic solid lubricants are graphite, MoS2, and alkali oxides,
etc., which are used for undertaking the load and shear stress [50, 52-54]. Fig. 2.7
shows the lattice layered structure of graphite and MoS2 whereby the atoms form a
series of parallel layers and suitable to undertake load and shear stress [55, 56]. It is
mainly used for lubricating of bearing contact and space application [57]. However,
graphite-based lubricants can create a poor working environment and the electric
conductivity that causes corrosion of tools. Moreover, its applicability is limited
during rolling process.
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Fig. 2.7 Structure of (a) graphite and (b) MoS2 [55, 56]
Research on polyphosphate glasses has recently been stimulated by a wide range of
technical uses, such as optical waveguides and high-power lasers in optical
applications, nuclear waste immobilization and hermetic seals, due to their very high
thermal expansion coefficient. Especially in the tribology, polyphosphate glasses are
responsible for the good antiwear properties of phosphorus based engine-oil
additives [15-18]. These additives can interact with the tribo-stressed surfaces to
form a protection tribofilm, which can effectively reduce wear or scuffing. These
materials are suitable candidates for high temperature lubricants because of their high
thermal expansion coefficient, which can be used as hermetic materials. However,
the polyphosphate species are in the molten state at ferrite rolling temperatures. Their
tribological behaviour in the molten state is still unclear.
2.2.2

Basic lubrication mechanism in metal forming

Many operations in metal forming need liquid lubricant to reduce friction at the
tool/part interface and to improve the finished part surface quality. Different
lubrication mechanisms may be present:
• Dry condition
• Boundary lubrication
• Mixed-film lubrication
• Hydrodynamic lubrication
13
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The Stribeck curve illustrates well the relationship between the friction coefficient,
lubricant viscosity, normal pressure and sliding velocity in Fig. 2.8 [58, 59]. This
curve schematically summarizes the characteristics of various lubrication regimes as
shown in Fig. 2.8. In most of metal forming operations, the mixed lubrication regime
often appears, as well as the boundary lubrication regime as shown in Fig. 2.8.

Fig. 2.8 Stribeck curve with its corresponding contact areas [58, 59]
Generally, when the material formability is high enough to form a part with simple
geometry, or when the frictional conditions do not significantly influence the part
quality, for instance, air bending, v-die bending, and U-die bending without
stretching, the mating surfaces do not need the lubricant, and the friction is high. This
dry condition often appears in only a few selected forming operations, like hot
rolling of plates or slabs.
Boundary lubrication is defined as a condition where the solid surfaces are so close
together that surface interaction between single or multi-molecular films of
lubricants. The solid asperities dominate the contact as shown in Fig. 2.8 (I).
Boundary lubrication is the most widely encountered lubrication condition in metal
forming.
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In the case of mixed lubrication, it is often encountered in sheet metal forming.
Therefore, the peaks of the counter metal surfaces are in contact and the valleys of
the metal surface are filled with lubricant. Large velocities and low pressures in
metal forming lead to the hydrodynamic lubrication regimes at the material/tool
interfaces, as shown in Fig. 2.8 (III). It only appears in a few sheet metal forming
processes, e.g. high-speed sheet rolling operations.
In hydrodynamic lubrication, the fluid completely separates the friction surfaces, and
internal fluid friction singly determines the tribological characteristics of the tribo
pairs. Especially in elastohydrodynamic lubrication, fluid viscosity, the viscositypressure coefficient and the elastic coefficient of the solid surface are the most
dominant factors. In contrast, the mixed and boundary lubrications are commonly
characterized by the following two points:
(1) Sliding surfaces are in contact at micro-asperities.
(2) Surface/interface interactions between two sliding surfaces and between friction
surface and the lubricant, dominate friction and wear behaviours.
In practice, most metal forming operates in the lubricating states from the mixed
lubrication to boundary regimes, where there is some hydrodynamic action drawing
lubricant into the valleys. It is critical to form lubricating films on friction surfaces
by applying lubricant involving oils, water, additives and solid lubricants, to further
reduce friction and wear by preventing metallic contact. Therefore, the effect and the
characteristics of the lubricant on product surface quality and friction are quite
important.
2.2.3

Lubrication mechanism during hot rolling process

In rolling process, the degradation of surface complex interactions comprehensively
contribute to the wear of roll, including strip parameters (oxide characteristics, steel
grades), rolls parameters (oxide types, carbide phases, hardness), process parameters
(stock temperature, reduction rate, rolling speed, rolling time), and tribological
factors (friction, wear, and lubricant) [60]. In this section, the tribological factors are
mainly considered, e.g. the influence of lubricant on the wear and friction of hot
rolling, from the lubrication perspective.
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Normally, a mixture of dispersed oil droplets (normally 0.5 to 2% in volume) has
been applied widely in hot rolling, by spraying the fluids onto the rolls. Quality and
type of emulsion lubrication in hot rolling depends strongly on the contacting
pressure, surface deformation, relative velocity between tool and workpiece as well
as initial temperature. For instance, the exit temperature ranges from 600 to 800 °C
in ferrite rolling. During the rolling process, the roll surface can be heated up to
550°C while in short contact with strip (10-2 to 10-3 s). For the rest of time in each
cycle (2 to 0.1 s), it exposes to massive cooling water and cooled to around 50 °C
[61]. The contacting pressure should be in the range from 100 to 400 GPa to
plastically deform the slab.
When the oil in water dispersion is sprayed onto work roll surface close to the inlet
of the roll bite, boiling occurs due to large temperature difference between the
lubricant and strip. Contrary to what intuitively might happen, the rapid boiling
causes a vapour film to separate the liquid phase and prevent complete vaporisation
of the lubricant. It however changes the concentration of oil droplets in the entrained
lubricant at the entry zone. The oil in the dispersion may not have sufficient time to
completely vaporise because of its low thermal diffusivity and high boiling point
(>350 °C). Thus the entrained lubricant into the roll bite may be composed of water
liquid, water vapour, oil liquid and oil vapour mixture. The entrained lubricant will
be carried in the valleys of the surface asperities and contribute lubrication in the roll
bite. The question that needs to be answered is how important the proportion and
state of the lubricant components and its corresponding effective viscosity are in the
roll bite lubrication. Therefore, the entrainment of lubricant into the roll bite is
dependent on the thermodynamic and heat transfer processes in the entry zone.
However, the exact lubricating mechanism is only partially understood despite
extensive research in recent decades.
In the roll bite, the fluid film thickness is of the same order of magnitude as the
surface roughness. The lubrication in hot and ferrite rolling can be described as the
mixed film/boundary lubrication at high temperature where both boundary and film
lubrication play significant roles in lubricating the roll bite (Fig. 2.9). Boundary
lubrication exists at the contact between asperities of the oxide layer on the roll and
that on the strip when they are pressed and slid against each other. Film lubrication
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contributes to the high hydrodynamic pressure generated in the valleys between
asperities. Shirizly and Lenard [62], Fletcher and Beynon [63] have measured the
effect of lubrication on the rolling loads and temperature in hot rolling. Tieu et al. [49,
64, 65] have extended the mixed film lubrication model proposed in [66], and
developed a 2D thermal mixed film lubrication model for cold rolling with oil-inwater emulsion in both the entry zone [67] and in the roll bite [65]. The effects of
rolling speeds, droplet sizes and oil concentrations in oil pool formations and the
increases of oil concentration in the entry zone were investigated. The mixed-film
oil-in-water lubrication analysis has been validated experimentally for a range of
speeds, oil concentration and oil droplet sizes on a Hille experimental rolling mill
[49]. The plate-out theory [68] assumes that due to the affinity of metallic solid
surface to an oil phase, water is partially excluded and the oil droplets are entrained
by the surfaces. However, under severe operating conditions such as in hot strip
rolling, the lubricant thin film does not sufficiently separate the surfaces and allows
some asperities to come into contact with each other. Up to now, there is no report
about the fundamental explanation of lubrication mechanism in the roll bite of hot
and ferrite strip rolling.

Film boiling

Thermal mixed film/
boundary lubrication

Three body roll
wear

Roll temperature varies from
50 – 550 °C along the roll bite
Entry zone

Roll bite zone

Strip temperature in range of 1200 – 800 °C for conventional
rolling, 1100-600 °C for warm rolling

Fig. 2.9 Schematic illustrations of lubrication mechanism in hot strip rolling
Furthermore, the high temperature is one of the dominant factors for the interactions
between the contact surface and lubricants. Devadas et al. [69] pointed out that, the
heat-transfer coefficient and the temperature changes in the roll gap were based on a
mathematical model. Chen et al. [70] reported that the heat-transfer coefficient in the
roll gap was strongly dependent on the roll pressure, and affected other rolling
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parameters on the interfacial heat transfer. They also investigated the heat-transfer
coefficient in unlubricated rolling. It was almost twice that in lubricated rolling.
Karagiozis et al. [71] mainly reported on the temperature distribution in the roll gap.
Kumar et al. developed a coupled-finite-element model based on a flow formulation
approach [72], which can be used to analyse the heat transfer with deformation
during hot rolling. According to the industrial results concerning the roll bite
lubrication in hot rolling mill, Williams [73] considered the presence of lubricants
between rolls and the strips reduced friction so as to obtain large industry economic
benefits from both improved roll and steel quality and service life. Roberts [74]
simulated the effect of dry and lubricated conditions during hot rolling of low carbon
steels. He pointed out that as the temperature increased, the friction coefficient under
unlubricated condition rose at a higher rate than under lubricated condition.
Oxidation occurs on both roll and steel surfaces in hot metal forming process. The
oxide develops and affects the rolling process as well as the lubrication performance.
Keung et al. [75] showed that no determined relationship between the oxide scale
thickness and the friction factor can be found during hot forging. Wallace et al. [76]
reported that thinner oxide scale can achieve lower friction coefficients under
different lubrication conditions in hot forging. But Munther et al. [77] pointed out the
thicker oxide layer would result in a higher friction during hot rolling of low carbon
steels. Luong et al. [78] concluded that the oxide scale thickness was important
during hot metal forming and the oxide layer can eliminate the friction only in a
limited range. Jarl [79] and Blazevic [80] concluded only above a certain thickness
the oxide layer can function as a solid lubricant.
Moreover, a number of theoretical approaches have been put forward to determine
the lubricant’s effective transportation and their physical properties. Habchi et al. [81]
proposed a quantitative thermal elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) model using
the measured properties of reference liquids. Bair et al. [82] reported the viscometer
measurements of lubricant viscosity at high pressures and temperatures. Larsson et al.
[83] investigated the strong pressure and temperature dependent thermal
conductivities and heat capacities of mineral oils. It can be concluded that, the
viscosity and other physical properties of lubricants can be drastically changed since
the roll bite temperature and pressure are very high along the roll bite. Therefore, the
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effective properties of the lubricant will be significantly affected by the working
conditions mentioned above.
The experimental measurement of friction is an effective way to evaluate the
lubrication performance in the roll bite. For example, during hot strip rolling, the
friction coefficient can be measured in a small hot rolling mill [84-87] and two discs
friction testing machine [88]. The influence of the compounds of the lubricating oil
and the lubricant additive on the friction coefficient was evaluated using a smallscale hot rolling mill. Furthermore, Inoue et al. [87] studied the effect of the solid
additive with grease on the friction coefficient by means of the rubbing test.
Although we can obtain the values of the coefficient of friction through different
experimental methods in different scales, the surface/interface interactions cannot be
sufficiently understood until now, e.g., the reactivity of the additives in the liquid
lubricants with the rubbing steel/steel pairs.
In summary, hot rolling process often encompasses complex thermal-mechanical
coupled effects. It is impossible to use a universal theory to explain the action
mechanism of lubricants. Since the complicated surface/interface interactions appear
between the sliding pairs and lubricants, further research work needs to be done to
obtain the knowledge of lubrication in hot and ferrite rolling processes with different
tribological conditions.
2.3
2.3.1

Tribological behaviour of polyphosphate based lubricant
Antiwear and friction performance

Interest in polyphosphate lubricant has been recently stimulated by the need for more
environmentally friendly replacements for ZDDP, the products of which are harmful
for the environment [16]. The tribofilm observed on the worn surface always
contains a layered structure in which the short chain length phosphate is underneath
and the long chain phosphate is on the top [89, 90]. This tribofilm shows a smart
characteristic. Its composition and thickness can be adaptively tuned under the varied
tribo-conditions, e.g. temperature, pressure, composition, to improve the antiwear
ability. For instance, the antiwear performances are quite different using different
phosphate based lubricant, as shown in Fig. 2.10 [91]. The temperature increase
causes a thicker film with long chain, while the higher pressure induces shorter
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polyphosphate chain lengths and thicker film [92, 93]. According to the molecular
dynamics simulation, Muser [94] proposed an alternative mechanism, the pressure
would be able to induce cross-linking in a phosphate network leading to a highly
connected network with improved mechanical properties. However, this proposal has
not yet been supported by experimental evidence.

Fig. 2.10 SEM micrographs of the wear tracks of the rings tested for 15,000 cycles at
a load of 24 kg for (a) ZDDP (0.1 wt.% P) in mineral oil, (b) ZDDP (0.1 wt.% P)+2
wt.% alkylated DPA in mineral oil, (c) F-ZDDP (0.1wt.% P) in mineral oil, (d) FZDDP (0.1 wt.% P)+2 wt.% alkylated DPA in mineral oil [91].
There are two main models to explain the phosphate functions in tribofilm: the
thermo-mechanical model and the tribochemical (chemical hardness) model,
proposed in the literatures [19, 21, 23-30]. Generally, the rubbing stress can induce
the degradation of polyphosphate and result in the formation of the tribofilm even at
a low temperature of 50 °C. In terms of the thermo-mechanical model, it was known
that the effect of pressure singly does not significantly affect the length of phosphate
chains, whereas the combined pressure and shear action as well as the service
temperature not only allow the formation of a tribofilm but also leads to the
depolymerisation of the long phosphate chains. A thermal film which only involves
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temperature in high temperature oil on the steel surface shows a different
composition with the tribofilm that is subjected to load and shear [95, 96].
Therefore, the formation of tribofilm is a complicated process with thermal
degradation and various tribochemical reactions. On the basis of these results about
polyphosphate, it is clear that the tribochemical reaction is the key for the antiwear
performance [97]. It is also believed to be a smart material, because the wear and
friction behaviour of the rubbing surface can be adaptively tuned by the presence of
this polyphosphate tribofilm, depending on the nature and severity of the tribological
conditions. Thus, there are much apparently conflicting behaviour in this system,
which is resulted from different facets of the thermal and tribochemcial behaviours
of phosphorus-based additives.
Considering the ferrite rolling environment, the high temperature is one of the critical
limitations for the use of polyphosphate based lubricant. Fuller et al. [98] examined
the decomposition of zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate and its effect on antiwear and
thermal film formation. The temperature would pronouncedly affect the antiwear
behaviour even with a 50 °C increase, as shown in Fig. 2.11. Tse et al. [25]
concluded that ZDDP was remarkably stable under static pressure during the cold
compression, but at very high temperature and pressure, ZDDP was found to degrade.
The higher the temperature, the higher was the decomposing rate of ZDDPs. When
all ZDDPs have been decomposed, the antiwear performance depended on the
formation of paste and the micro-geometry of the contacting surfaces which
controlled the scraping rate of the existing chemisorbed film [26].
There are other factors affecting the lubrication performance of polyphosphate based
lubricants as well. Taylor et al. [99] presented the effect of rubbing time and speed
on the friction and wear behaviours. Ji et al. [100] showed the friction and wear
response of polyphosphate lubricant on the pressure and sliding speed. It can be
concluded the friction coefficient decreased with increasing sliding velocities when
the velocities were between 0.2 m/s and 0.3 m/s and increased with pressures. Lin et
al. [101] expressed the ZDDP concentration, combined surface hardness and
roughness effects on the antiwear performance. Kavitha et al. [102] examined the
influence of pH value of phosphate solution on the steel treatment. Li et al. [103]
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studied the effect of steel hardness on the antiwear performance of ZDDP by multitechnique approach with XANES, FIB and AFM.

Fig. 2.11 Pin wear as a function of ZDDP oil solution preheating time at 150 and
200 °C, compared to wear obtained by using base oil alone (no ZDDP) [98]
2.3.2

Formation mechanism and properties of polyphosphate tribofilm

Until now, several formation mechanisms of the polyphosphate tribofilm have been
proposed. However, it is still not clear that the tribofilm antiwear efficiency benefits
from the presence of short or long-chain length polyphosphates.
Spikes [21] summarized the ZDDP tribofilms formed at much lower temperatures
than thermal films. As shown in Fig. 2.12, the pads mainly consisted of glassy Fe/Zn
phosphate, with a thin film of zinc polyphosphate less than 10 nm on the outer layer.
The outer parts of the pad mainly had Zn cations but there was an increasingly large
proportion of Fe towards the metal surface [98]. He also pointed out the tribofilm
only formed in the contact area at 50 °C. The tribofilm firstly formed as separate
particles on contact surfaces and gradually developed to uniformly cover the surface
with a pad structure.
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Fig. 2.12 Schematic diagram of pad structure and composition [21]
Farias et al. [104] evaluated the friction behaviour of lubricated zinc phosphate
coatings under laboratory conditions. Fig. 2.13 (a) showed that the attachment layer
provided a weakly bonded adsorbed layer with high shear strength, which suffered a
consequent early break down. For the adsorbed sodium stearate (Fig. 2.13 (b)),
differently, one part of lubricant molecules reacted with zinc phosphate forming zinc
stearate, while another part was chemisorbed with the carboxylic groups adhered
strongly to the zinc stearate coating [105]. The molecule chains tended to align
perpendicular to the surface of the sodium stearate. It can be seen that the molecular
properties of lubricant films such as the structure and the orientation of the organic
compounds were important in determining the lubricant performance for wear and
friction reduction. The low value of friction coefficient observed during the first
hundred revolutions could be attributed to the initial roughness of the coating surface.
It could act as a lubricant carrier.

Fig. 2.13 Schematic representation of the lubricant layers adsorbed on the zinc
phosphate surface: (a) adsorbed paraffinic oil layer; (b) adsorbed sodium stearate
layer [104]
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So et al. [106] proposed a three layered chemical film model to explain the formation
mechanism of the tribofilm, as shown in Fig. 2.14. The bottom layer next to the
rubbing surface was a chemical reaction film which firmly connected to the iron and
oxide layer. On the top of reaction layer was a chemisorbed layer which keeps
supplying the materials for the chemical reaction between lubricant and steel
substrate. The top layer was a gel-like material which loosely adheres on the
chemisorbed layer and can support the load between the contacting surfaces. Once a
complete chemical film was formed, the antiwear performance of ZDDP was
achieved. But the temperature or ZDDP concentration changes may cause the
deterioration of the tribofilm and then lead to the wear between the contact surfaces.
Moreover, the rubbing stress induced the formation of chemical film between two
contacted surfaces. It was subjected to various factors such as surface profile and
materials property.

Fig. 2.14 Schematic diagram of a chemical reaction film [106]
Ito et al. [20] explained the tribofilm formation in details, as shown in Fig. 2.15. At
room temperature, the ZDDP molecules did not decompose and they physically
adsorbed to the iron oxide surface. When the temperature was higher than 60 °C, the
free zinc ions were generated due to the influence of decomposition. The zinc ions
adsorbed on the iron oxide surface, especially at the cation defects. However when it
was applied in the rubbing tests, the mechanical mixing promotes the cation
exchange reactions between Zn2+ and Fe2+. The sulphur ions reacted with Fe2+ and
Zn2+ to form iron sulphide and zinc sulphide. The mechanical mixing caused the
thickness increase of zinc-containing layer as well as the anion exchange reactions
between sulphur and oxygen. It can form a tribofilm with gradient composition and
some of the zinc ions would be oxidized as well. The formation of
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poly[thio]phosphate might simultaneously be enhanced by the mechanical mixing.
Interfacial mixing increased the probability of chemical reactions and developed the
chemical bonds.

Fig. 2.15 A schematic illustration of the proposed model of tribofilm formation on
the iron oxide in ZDDP containing lubricant [20]
Martin et al. [107, 108] reported a two layered tribofilm structure (Fig. 2.16), in
which thin zinc poly (thio) phosphate film with long-chain was superimposed on a
thicker mixed Fe/Zn polyphosphate film with short-chain containing some embedded
nano-particles of ZnO and ZnS. The iron oxide layer reacted with ZDDP under the
tribochemical condition. The reaction in the following Eq. 2.4 [107, 108] showed the
cation exchange process between iron oxide Fe2O3 and ZnO. The reaction needed to
be initiated by friction. It produced the depolymerization which resulted in a shorter
polyphosphate chain. The digestion of the oxide in the phosphate glass can explain
well the improvement mechanism of the antiwear performance. The Fe3O4 and FeO
which include Fe2+ ions caused the cation exchange between Fe2+ and Zn2+ without
depolymerisation and it led to the formation of a better wear resistant polyphosphate
tribofilm structure, as shown in Eq. 2.5 [20].

5Zn( PO3 )  Fe2 O3  Fe2 Zn3 P10O31  2ZnO
( ZnO, P2 O5 )

( Fe2 O3 ,3ZnO,5P2O5 )

.

(2.4)
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6Zn( PO3 )2  2 Fe3O4  Fe2 Zn3 P10O31  2 Fe( PO3 )2  3ZnO
2( Fe 2  Fe23O4 )

.

(2.5)

Fig. 2.16 Schematic representation of the two-layered tribofilm structure [107]
Minfray et al. [97] presented a synthesis of two chemical reactions between a ZDDP
tribofilm and a native iron oxide of steel pin following the severity of the test under
ultra-high vacuum environment (Fig. 2.17). In case of the mild condition, some
ZDDP tribofilm materials were transferred from the flat to the pin and then a
chemical reaction occurred between the zinc phosphate and iron oxide scale in the
contact surfaces. It generated mixed zinc and iron phosphate glass and attached the
transformed film to the pin. However, the iron ions reacted with sulphur ions under
extreme pressure conditions. It was well-know that some iron oxide particles led to
the abrasive wear. Fortunately, the chemical reaction happened under this condition
can effectively eliminate this wear so as to produce an improved lubrication
performance.
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Fig. 2.17 Schemes of proposed tribochemical mechanisms during a friction test
under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) between ZDDP tribofilm and native iron oxide of
the pin depending on the severity of the contact conditions [97]
2.3.3

Evaluation of the tribofilm

Generally, the tribofilm is from the interaction of the antiwear additives with the
tribo-stressed surface. It has a thickness from 10 to 200 nm, and an in-depth and
spatially heterogeneous composition [19, 20, 109, 110]. Various chemical reactions
are occurring at the tribo-stressed surfaces, but all are crucial. In order to reveal the
antiwear mechanism and the surface/interface tribochemical reactions, it is required
to identify the composition, the nature of chemical bonds, the thickness and the
elemental distribution of the tribofilm in space. However, to date there is no single
technique that provides all the information. Only the combined application of
different spectroscopies can help in understanding the surface chemistry.
Atomic force microscope (AFM) and Nanoindentation are often used to determine
the thickness, roughness and mechanical properties of the boundary tribofilm of
phosphorus-based additives in lubricants [109, 111-113]. For instance, a nanoplatelet structure of phosphate was identified in the wear track by AFM [114]. Li et
al. [103, 115] used AFM to analyse the surface morphology and mechanical
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properties of antiwear films, as well as the thermal-mechanical dependant antiwear
film. Ye et al. [109] conducted nanoindentation to investigate the evolution of
localized mechanical properties of phosphate based tribochemical films. The results
showed that, the layer near the surface with a lower hardness and modulus served to
provide lubrication and the base layer with a higher hardness and modulus can be
used to modify the property at the interface.
Excellent lateral resolution - from a few nm to micron and a depth resolution in the
tribofilm range, makes combined focused ion beam (FIB) milling and TEM
technology a good candidate to study the phase structure and the compositional
distribution of the tribofilm. Ito et al. [19, 20] defined the structure of tribofilm
according to the FIB/TEM analysis. A multi-layered structure of tribofilm can be
found with a thickness around 130nm, as shown in Fig. 2.18. According to literature
[110], a top tribofilm adhered well onto the deformation zone from the cross-section,
and the possible chemical reactions between the phosphate based additive and iron
oxide scale can be predicted. A dependence of friction on the thickness of triboboundary film and deformation zone was also addressed. Moreover, the oxygen
diffusion between the tribofilm and substrate, the localized tribofilm and the degree
of substrate deformation can be analysed by the combined FIB/TEM-EDS analysis,
as shown in Fig. 2.19.

Fig. 2.18 A TEM cross sectional photograph of (a) outside and (b) inside the wear
track of the iron oxide plate [20]
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Fig. 2.19 (a, b) TEM imaging and (c) EDS element mapping on the cross-section of
the near surface zone of a cast iron worn surface lubricated by engine oil 5W30+IL(5%). b and c correspond to the red dash line box and blue dot line box marked
on a, respectively [110]
Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) can image the
elements and low-mass ions dues to its monolayer surface sensitivity combined with
excellent lateral resolution. Minfray et al. [116] investigated the molecular
composition characteristic of ZDDP tribofilm in boundary lubrication at 80 °C by
TOF-SIMS. Murase et al. [117] analysed the adsorption characteristic of a
phosphate-type lubricant additives on ferrous materials by ToF-SIMS. The results
showed (from matrix material) the Fe+ ions were the main positive ions. The PO2
and PO32  of the phosphate species can be detected in the negative ion spectra on the
friction surface.
The X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra can be used to analyse
the tribofilm at a depth up to 5 nm and 50 nm on the total electron yield (TEY) and
fluorescence yield (FY) mode, respectively. Yin et al. [89] used the XANES
spectroscope to detect the small chemical changes of the absorbing atom of the
antiwear films. The influence of ZPPD concentration, rubbing load, temperature
(from 100 to 200 °C) and film roughness on the chemical evolution was studied. The
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resulting layered film structure consisted of a bottom layer of iron oxide with a layer
of short chain polyphosphate in the middle, and then covered by a thin layer with
long chain polyphosphate on the top. Li et al. [112] analysed the relation of
formation time and film thickness of a ZDDP thermal film on the steel surface at
150 °C. Bancroft et al. [95] studied the chemical and mechanical stabilities of the
tribofilm by using XANES. Ji et al. [100] investigated the contact pressure and
sliding speed effects on the tribofilm.
Furthermore, X-ray photoelectron spectrum (XPS), Auger electron spectrum (AES)
and Infrared absorption spectroscopy (IR) are the effective methods to study the
tribofilm evolutions. XPS has been already extensively applied to investigate the
surface chemistry of tribo-stressed samples, spatially and in-depth, respectively [18,
107, 118]. Mistry et al. [18] compared the tribochemical behaviour of amine
phosphate and phosphate ester tribofilms by using XPS with various pressure, sliding
speed and film thickness conditions. Martin et al. [107, 118] combined the
AES/XPS/XANES methods to study the structure and properties of the antiwear film.
Tse et al. [25] investigated the stability of a commercial ZDDP under extreme
pressure and temperature conditions. Sasaki et al. [119] investigated the chemical
reaction of tricresyl phosphate subject to friction by conducting a newly developed
in-situ observation system of the two-dimensional fast imaging FTIR-ATR
spectrometer combined with the temperature-controlled friction equipment. It
showed the tricresyl phosphate reduced the wear amount and friction coefficient
drastically during rubbing at ambient temperature and 60 °C. The in-situ detection
can be used to evaluate the chemical reaction amount during friction, as shown in
Fig. 2.20. David et al. [120] reported the interaction between phosphate ester
lubricant and stainless steel up to 350 °C via surface observation of the lubricant film.
Besides the experimental analysis of the tribofilm, newly developed simulation of
molecular dynamics (MD) method and finite element (FE) methods have been used
to study the structure and properties of the tribofilm. Onodera et al. [121] combined
MD with FEM in a simulation which accounted for a multi-scale analysis with both
chemical inherent and macro scale properties during the friction process. The
program ‘NEW-RYUDO’ [122, 123] was applied for the MD modelling to study the
tribological behaviour in the interface between a ZDDP tribofilm (Zn( PO3 )2 ) and
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iron oxide layer ( Fe2O3 ) which was overlapped on the steel substrate, as shown in
Fig. 2.21 (a). A nanoindentation simulation was conducted by the axisymmetric FEM
which was based on the MD-derived structures, as shown in Fig. 2.21 (b). The results
showed that the rubbed ZDDP tribofilm and phosphate with the gradient composition
of metallic atoms, presented a greater contact stiffness and hardness. Martin [118]
also used this model to study the pressure, sliding speed and temperature effects on
the Radial Distribution Function of Fe  OPO4

Fig. 2.20 Time dependence of the 2D images taken for the ATR Ge elements with
and without iron layers [119]

Fig. 2.21 (a) Calculation model for MD simulation and (b) calculation model for
nanoindentation simulation by FE method [121]
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2.4
2.4.1

Lubrication effect on the microstructure evolution of IF steels
Preferred orientation for drawability after ferrite rolling

Texture of materials can be defined as the distribution of crystallographic
orientations of a polycrystalline materials especially used for metal. No texture can
be presented if the materials are in the full random orientation state. The grade and
intensity of the texture depends on the rate of preferred orientation in the detected
area. The steel texture can pronouncedly affect the materials properties such as
Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s ratio and ductility which are very important for the
formability during rolling [124].
The steel texture can be obtained and expressed by various approaches. X-ray
diffractometer (XRD), electron backscatter diffraction detector (EBSD) and
transmission electron microscope (TEM) are the most popular ways to measure the
textures [125-129]. The X-ray macrotexture shows the volume fraction of orientation
of the specimen but it can not show how the grains are distributed throughout the
specimen. However, the orientation distribution function (ODF) obtained by the
microtexture measurements (EBSD and TEM methods) gives the true orientation
distribution of the specimen. Combining the macrotexture and microtexture of the
specimen, the texture can be analysed from micro to macro scale.
The pole figure (PF), sometimes used by the inverse pole figure (IPF), and the ODF
which is calculated from several PFs are the most popular and effective ways to
express the texture. The PF is generated by stereographic projecting the
crystallographic orientations onto a great circle plane of the reference sphere. A 30
sample coordinate system is summarized for describing the specific poles of the PF.
The rolling direction (RD) is usually chosen to be the north pole and the transverse
direction (TD) is the west pole for rolling symmetry [130]. They are the most critical
poles for studying the rolling texture. IPF forms by the projection of the sample
coordinate onto a plane with specific crystal coordinate system. For cubic materials,
IPF is displayed as a unit triangle with <0 0 1>, <0 1 1> and <1 1 1> crystalline
directions. The evolution of the texture can be clearly investigated by ODFs due to
separation of the overlapped components in PFs. Bunge’s convention [131] is the
way to define the three Euler angles of φ1, Φ and φ2 to show the preferred texture
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orientation. For body centered cubic (BCC) materials structure, the orientation is
always described by the format of {h k l} <u v w>, where Miller indices of the
crystallographic plane are parallel to the macroscopic deformation plane and <u v w>
is the crystallographic direction parallel to the macroscopic deformation direction.
Ray et al. [132] showed the textures in steel with some special lines in this space,
which normally described as fibers in the Eulerian space, as shown in Fig. 2.22. He
explained the important texture orientation for the ferrite rolling in details and
pointed out the {111} fiber was particularly beneficial for imparting good deep
drawability. Tomitz et al. [34] explained that for ferrite rolling of IF steel strips, two
fibers were important for investigation, which were α-fiber (<110> || RD) and γ-fiber
({111} || ND). The γ-value which was related to the intensity of preferred γ-fiber
strongly affected the formability of the ferrite rolled steels, as shown in Fig. 2.23. γvalue increased with increased fraction of {111} orientation intensity and decreased
{100} orientation parallel to strip plane. The orientation distribution of the individual
grains also plays a decisive role for the γ-value. Ray et al. [133] also marked some
important orientation for the drawability of steel in a (2 0 0) PF which provided a
reference position for the further study, as shown in Fig. 2.24.

Fig. 2.22 Eulerian space showing the position of α-and γ-fibers [132]
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Fig. 2.23 Effect of texture on the mean γ-value γm [34]
The conventional route for austenite hot rolling of IF steel in the austenite state is to
give a random texture before coiling and cold rolling. However, Barnett et al. [8]
showed that rolling in the ferrite range at temperatures up to 700 °C (ferrite range)
also produced well-developed α- and γ-fiber textures followed by annealing and cold
rolling in order to improve the drawability of the ferrite rolled steel [134].

Fig. 2.24 (200) pole figure showing some important orientations in deep drawing
steels [133]
In summary, the drawability is directly linked to the texture. The steel should have as
high a proportion as possible of grains having a {111} direction parallel to the sheet
normal direction (ND) and as small a proportion as possible with {100} orientation
[135].
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2.4.2

Lubrication effect on the in-grain shear bands

Application of ferrite rolling provides many benefits, primarily during processing.
However, ferrite rolling also causes some drawbacks, the most fatal weakness is poor
deep drawability caused by a detrimental shear texture formed during hot finishing
process. It has been reported that the lubrication during ferrite rolling can effectively
eliminate the shear banding [127, 136]. Jia et al. [137] compared the influence of
lubrication on the shear bands under Quaker oil and dry conditions, as shown in Fig.
2.25 [137]. The microstructure with shear bands were pronouncedly affected by the
friction on the top surface of rolled strips. The lubricated condition presented positive
performance on reducing the shear bands which were produced during rolling with
high shear stress. But the influence of lubrication on the shear bands of the central
layer was negligible and both dry and lubricated conditions showed similar fish bone
structure which was a typical deformed microstructure [138], as shown in Fig. 2.25
(c) and (d). The orientation of the shear bands was clearly followed with rolling
direction. The elongated grains and in-grain shear bands were observed through the
strip thickness, as shown in Fig. 2.25.

Fig. 2.25 The SEM micrographs of the sheets after hot rolling. (a) Surface of hotrolled sheet without lubrication; (b) center of hot-rolled sheet without lubrication; (c)
surface of hot-rolled sheet with lubrication; (d) center of hot-rolled sheet with
lubrication [137]
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For the IF steel, it shows a slightly positive value of

rm and forms weaker intensity

of textures over a wide temperature range. It can be linked to material instability in
the form of shear bands, which are narrow, plate-like structures and cut the
microstructure at ±35 ° with rolling direction (RD) while carry a relatively large
shear strain [129]. These shear bands show same formation mechanism as earlier in
rolled low stacking fault energy (SFE) face-cantered cubic (FCC) materials [139],
which is claimed to be responsible for generating a texture with weaker intensity than
that formed in low carbon steel.
Toroghinejad et al. [35] investigated the temperature effect on the population of
shear bands with different steels including 3 kinds of IF steels (Fig. 2.26). All the IF
steels showed similar tendency of slight change with temperatures. Compared to
ultra-low carbon (ULC) steel, the shear band rate displayed a strong dependence on
rolling temperature. The low carbon (LC) Cr steel behaved similarly with ULC steel
but with higher contents of shear bands. The authors concluded that the solute carbon
affected the rate sensitivity of shear bands. The Cr additions changed the dynamic
strain aging behaviour so as to increase the shear bands during ferrite rolling.

Fig. 2.26 Dependence of shear band content on rolling temperature [35]
Matsuoka et al. [140] studied the shear band with different friction coefficients from
0.1 to 0.3, as shown in Fig. 2.27. The lubrication condition was controlled by
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changing the concentration of mineral oil base lubricant. The cross-section of the
specimen rolled without lubrication (µ=0.3) showed a large curvature which was
introduced by the friction during ferrite rolling. The curvature of the cross-section
decreased as the friction coefficient was reduced. The smallest curvature showed that
very little added shear strain was introduced and the deformation was uniform in the
entire ferrite rolled steel.

Fig. 2.27 Optical micrographs showing effect of friction coefficient (a) µ=0.l, (b)
µ=0.20 and (c) µ=0.30 on shear deformation of IF steel at 700 °C with reduction of
30% [140]
Barrett [43] studied the influence of different lubricants on the deformation bands.
The result showed all the lubricants can improve the shear band compared to dry
condition. The ester oil showed a better function on eliminating shear deformation,
as shown in Fig. 2.28. It can be concluded that the choice of lubricant is critical for
ferrite rolling on the microstructure aspect.

Fig. 2.28 Influence of different lubricants on the material deformation of IF steel
with single 50% pass at 800 °C [141]
As discussed above, the lubrication which can affect the shear bands during ferrite
rolling shows influence on the formation of {111} <hkl>. Therefore, the lubrication
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effect on the shear bands is very important for explaining the drawability
improvement of IF steel during ferrite rolling.
2.4.3

Lubrication effect on texture evolution

The EBSD which is equipped on the SEM is used for automated orientation
measurement [142] in order to precisely conduct the microtexture analysis. From
EBSD full orientation maps, each individual grain can be obtained [143]. Cao et al.
[125] conducted EBSD to analyse the new {111} grains (Fig. 2.29) which also can
be introduced by lubrication.

Fig. 2.29 Origin of {111} recrystallized grains: (a) new {111} <110> grains from a
deformed {111} <112> grain, (b) new {111} <112> grains from a deformed {111}
<110> grain [125]
Most of the research work describes the texture by using PFs and ODFs. The XRD is
applied to obtain PFs and calculated ODFs by measuring the texture of ferrite rolled
samples for the macrotexture analysis. From Table 2.2, it can be seen that either only
use lubrication or low coiling temperatures followed by annealing can obtain a
higher γ-value during ferrite rolling. It indicates ferrite rolling enables the production
of hot rolled steels with high γ-values by ferrite rolling with lubrication instead of
cold-rolling. In conventional hot rolling, crystallographic texture developed during
the rolling is randomised following mill exit by the austenite to ferrite-phase
transformation. This transformation occurred before rolling will enhance the
formability with a stronger texture. It has been reported that the<110> //RD texture
was developed preferentially near the surface in ferrite rolled steel without
lubrication due to the additional shear strain, as shown in Fig. 2.30 (a). By contrast,
lubrication eliminated the formation of the <110>//RD texture near the surface,
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leading to the development of a uniform {111}//ND texture throughout the thickness
(Fig. 2.30 (b) and (c)).

Fig. 2.30 Through thickness texture of IF hot band rolled in single 30% pass at
700 °C with (a) no work roll lubrication, (b) mineral oil and (c) excess ester oil [43]
Sakai et al. [136] used PFs to analyse the lubrication effect on the surface and center
of the cross-section. He pointed out the lubrication improved the drawability and the
principal orientation components were {001} <110>, {l11} <112> and {111} < 110)
under lubricated condition. Jia et al. [137] explained the role of lubrication for the
texture formation during ferrite rolling of IF steel. From Fig. 2.31 it can be seen
without lubrication, the strong shear stress caused the high {110} <001> and low γfiber texture component on the surface layer. By contrast, the γ -fiber and {001}
<110> increased uniformly, while the intensity of {110} <001> component
decreased under unlubricated condition on the surface. The central layers under both
unlubricated and lubricated conditions mainly contained α-fiber and γ-fiber with
pronounced {112} <110> texture components.
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Fig. 2.31 φ2=45° section of ODFs in the hot-rolled sheets (Bunge notation, levels: 2,
4, 6, 8). (a) surface and (b) center of ferrite rolled sheet without lubrication and (c)
surface and (d) center of ferrite rolled sheet with lubrication [137]
As discussed in this section, the lubrication can improve the microstructure on both
in-grain shear bands and texture during ferrite rolling of IF steel. However, the
lubricants conducted in these research works only involve liquid lubricating oils
(mainly ester and mineral oils). The polyphosphate based lubricants which can form
tribochemical film during ferrite rolling of IF steels at high temperature and load are
still rarely reported. The microstructure evolution mechanism still need to be further
investigated during ferrite rolling with inorganic polyphosphate based lubricants.
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3 EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUMENTS AND POST-PROCESSING
METHODOLOGY
3.1
3.1.1

Experimental instruments
Hot rolling mill

Ferrite rolling of IF steel with different lubrication conditions was carried out on a 2high Hille 100 experimental rolling mill with lubrication system (Fig. 3.1). The
lubricants were accurately supplied by the Autojet spray system. An electrical
furnace was combined for heating the steel strips to a specific ferrite temperature for
further rolling. K type thermal couples were used to monitor the in-situ temperature
of the strip in order to control accurately the rolling temperature.

Fig. 3.1 2-high Hille 100 experimental rolling mill (a) with lubrication system (b)
The rolling mill can be used for both hot and cold rolling which depends on the strip
temperatures [144, 145]. A 56 kW motor drives the rolling mill which can operate at
a maximum force and torque of 1500 kN and 12.7 kN·m respectively. The roll
dimension was Φ225*254 mm with an initial RD and TD surface roughness of 0.23
and 0.14 µm of Ra in the rolling and transverse directions. The roll gap can be
controlled by the screw down unit with both electrical and manual methods. The
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temperature can be detected by the thermal sensors at both entry and exit points of
the roll bite. A Matlab-based data acquisition software can be used for collecting data
during rolling. The program interface is shown in Fig. 3.2. The rolling force, rolling
torque and temperature can be collected at the same time.

Fig. 3.2 Dialog interface of Matlab-based data acquisition software
3.1.2

Gleeble 3500

A thermo-mechanical simulator Gleeble 3500 System was used for simulating the
thermal- mechanical property of IF steel during ferrite rolling, as shown in Fig. 3.3.
It consists of three main units: the heating unit, the load unit and the computational
control system. It is an excellent facility, which is especially suitable for the
simulation of hot rolling, thermal-mechanical processing and microstructural
development during welding. The direct resistance heating system can achieve
heating rates from 0.002 ºC·s-1 to 10 000 ºC·s-1, while cooling rates of up to 1 000
ºC·s-1 are also achieved. The hydraulic servo system is capable of exerting 10 tons of
static force in tension or compression with displacement rates as high as 1000 mm·s-1.
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Fig. 3.3 (a) The in-situ testing with Gleeble 3500 and its (b) control panel
3.1.3

Anton Paar Physica MCR301 Rheometer

An Anton Paar Physica MCR301 Rheometer was used for analysing the rheological
properties of the lubricants, as shown in Fig. 3.4. The working temperature range was
from room temperature to 100 °C. The MCR301 was equipped with an automatic
measuring and accessory detection system, high precision auto gap control system, a
synchronous motor with air bearing system, a wide selection of measurement
geometries and other special accessories. The Peltier temperature control unit can
maintain a uniform temperature in the sample up to 100 °C. The torque rotation can
be controlled from 0.05 µN·m to 200 mN·m with an oscillation of 0.01 µN·m. The
angular frequency is from 10-5 rad·s-1 to 628 rad·s-1. The normal force range can be
achieved between 0.01N and 50N. The Toolmaster is an intelligent configuration
system, which automatically transfers geometry data and control parameters for the
measuring and temperature control systems to the RheoPlus. It can effectively
eliminate the user errors, which may occur when manually enter data for accessories.
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Fig. 3.4 Photo of Anton Paar Physica MCR301 Rheometer
3.1.4

In-situ laser confocal microscope

In-situ laser confocal microscope (high temperature microscope) was used to observe
the in-situ thermal evolution during the reaction between solid lubricant and steel top
surface (Fig. 3.5). It can also show the lubricant state at high temperatures. The
parameters of the laser confocal microscope are shown in Table 3.1. Samples can be
placed in a 4mm diameter alumina crucible. The crucible was located on the sample
holder which was then inserted into the gold coated ellipsoidal infrared heating
furnace. The gas switch, which contains two entries, can be used to control the
open/close of the supplied gas and lubricant. Images from the heated sample can be
captured by the CCD camera and sent straight to a computer at 25 frames per second.
Owing to its accurate control of the atmosphere and temperature, the melt and
reaction phenomenon can be reliably obtained.
Table 3.1 Parameters of laser confocal microscope
Laser type

Wavelength

Magnification

Resolution

Heat source

Atmosphere

He-Ne laser

632.8 nm

Up to 1350x

0.25 µm

1.5 kW halogen lamp

Argon
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Fig. 3.5 (a) Laser confocal microscope (b) diagrammatic structure of the microscope
3.1.5

UMT tribotester with lubrication system

The CETR UMT-2 multi-specimen tribotester was used for tribological tests of
steel/steel contact pair with unlubricated and lubricated conditions. A portable
lubricant supply system, with a regulator, can be tied onto the ball holder to drop the
lubricant onto the wear track. The regulator can be used to control the drop rate of
the lubricant, to provide a stable lubrication conditions for all the tests. Fig. 3.6
shows a photo of the CETR with a high temperature ball-on-disc configuration.
Mounted with high temperature chamber, the CETR multi-specimen test system can
be used for conducting high temperature wear tests in a temperature range from room
temperature up to 1000 oC. It covers all the ferrite temperature ranges of IF steel and
makes the tribological tests possible. Various common tribology test modes are
available in the system, including ball on disc, pin on disc, disc on disc, and so on.
The CETR multi-specimen tribotester can conduct comprehensive micro-mechanical
tests of coatings and materials. The load range is from 1 mN to 200 N with a
resolution of 0.00003% of full-scale with high repeatability. However, during the
high temperature tests, the load cell can only control precisely the load in a range
from 2 N to 200 N due to the thermal drift. It requires that the top and bottom
surfaces of the disc should be kept parallel to maintain a stable contact during sliding
test. The ball is connected to a vertical linear motion system that has a 150mm length
of travel. A precision spindle can rotate the IF steel discs at speeds from 0.001 rpm to
5 000 rpm. Accurate strain-gauge sensors perform simultaneous measurements of
load and torque in two to six axes.
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Fig. 3.6 Photo of UMT multi-specimen tribotester
3.2
3.2.1

Characterisation methodology
Profilomete and atomic force microscopy

The roughness and topography of rolled and worn surfaces were measured by the
Hommel T1000 profilometer, as shown in Fig. 3.7. It is a portable instrument with a
user-friendly control interface. The measurement range of the motorized probe
lowering system is from 80 μm to 320 μm with the resolution between 0.01 μm and
0.04 μm. The traverse length is from 0.48 mm to 15 mm. All the data can be
processed and exported from the Turbo Datawin software for further analysis.

Fig. 3.7 Photo of profilometer with motorized probe lowering system
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The 3D surface profile of worn surface was detected by the Multi-Mode Scanning
Probe atomic force microscopy (AFM). Fig. 3.8 shows the photo of AFM, and its
four probes, with different spring constants (N·m-1). Both the tapping and contact
modes are available from this instrument. The 3D images of deformed areas and
worn surfaces can be obtained in the wear track. The Nanoscope IIIA AFM has a
lateral resolution from 1 nm to 5 nm and a vertical resolution of 0.08 nm. The Vshaped nano-probe cantilevers are made of silicon nitride (Si3N4) with a nominal tip
radius from 20 nm to 60 nm. The lengths of each cantilever are 100 µm and 200 µm.
The tips are shaped with 35° angles on all four sides. The scan rate of 1 Hz was used
in the tests with a scan size of 30 µm and 50 µm. The Nanoscope software 5.30v was
used to analyse the surface profile and roughness of the specimen.

Fig. 3.8 AFM and its probe with four cantilevers
3.2.2

FTIR-ATR infrared spectrometer with microscope

The Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer, Shimadzu IR Prestige21 with
infrared microscope AIM-8800 (Fig. 3.9) is a high sensitivity FTIR that features a
dynamic auto-alignment system to optimize reproducibility. It was used to detect
chemical assignments (elemental group with chemical bonds) on the steel surface
after high temperature tests. The S/N ratio is more than 40 000:1 that helps to obtain
high-sensitivity analysis. From PC screen, the intelligent infrared microscope
provides an easy control of stage movement, accurate samples focusing and capture.
Both reflectance and attenuated total reflectance (ATR) modes are available for
sample detection. The wavenumber range is from 700 to 4000 cm-1.
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IRsolution software can place 10 sample positions and 2 background positions into
memory, and the stage movement accuracy is as small as 1µm for finely detailed
mapping. The software also includes a powerful report generator with customized
layout. It can create reusable print templates for data post-processing such as
calibration curve, quantitative results and peak pick tables of the chemical
assignments.

Fig. 3.9 FTIR-ATR (a) spectrometer with microscope and its (b) single-bounce ATR
accessory with prism
3.2.3

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

An X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to analyse the chemical
evolution and electronic state of the elements on the as received worn steel surface
after a tribological test at different temperature with lubricant. XPS spectra were
obtained by irradiating the surface material with an X-ray beam while simultaneously
measuring the kinetic energy and number of electrons that escape from the top
surface with a thickness up to 10 nm. XPS was conducted using a SPECS PHOIBOS
100 Analyser (Fig. 3.10) installed in a high-vacuum chamber, with the base pressure
below 10–8 mbar. X-ray excitation was provided by Al Ka radiation with photon
energy hν = 1486.6 eV at the high voltage of 12 kV and power of 120 W. The XPS
binding energy spectra were recorded at the pass energy of 20 eV in the fixed
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analyser transmission mode. Analysis of the XPS data was carried out using the
commercial CasaXPS2.3.15 software package.

Fig. 3.10 Image of SPECS PHOIBOS 100 Analyser
3.2.4

Focused ion beam with FE-SEM and EDS

The XT Nova Navolab 200 workstation combines a dual beam high resolution
focused ion beam (FIB) with a high resolution scanning electron microscope and
energy dispersive spectroscopy (FIB/SEM/EDS), as shown in Fig. 3.11. The surface
morphology characteristic of the thermal test specimens and wear surfaces can be
detected by the SEM after the ball-on-disc sliding tests with lubrication. The EDS of
elemental distribution measurement can be carried out in a specific area before the
FIB milling. The combined SEM and EDS functions provide a guide for choosing
the target area before FIB milling. The FIB system is equipped with a platinum
deposition system for the surface protection. The FIB column uses a fine, energy
beam with gallium ions that scan over the surface of a specimen. In order to
effectively expose the sub-surface cross-section, a high gallium beam currents is
used for rapidly sputtering away the surface of the specimen. For the nano-milling,
lower currents of 1 nA and 0.5 nA are used for the fine surface polishing.
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Fig. 3.11 Photo of XT Nova Navolab 2000 workstation (FIB/SEM/EDS)
The TEM specimen preparation for the interface of wear track with lubricant is
difficult because the lubricating film may change during the manual preparation
when liquid is involved. The FIB provides an easier way to prepare the thin foil
specimens for further TEM observation.
3.2.5

Transmission electron microscope

The transmission images and elemental distributions of FIB specimens were
observed by the JEOL JEM-ARM200F TEM, as shown in Fig. 3.12. The select-area
electron diffraction (SAED) pattern can be detected for the analysis of crystal size
and structure in a certain area. It is a 200 kV transmission microscope capable of
atomic resolution imaging. The scanning transmission image resolution is 0.08 nm
and is complimented by analytical capabilities at this scale. The cold field-emission
gun source offers an energy resolution of 0.3 eV. The large area EDS detector and
GIF Quantum energy loss imaging filter provide the function for measuring the
elemental distributions in the specific area. The Gatan Digital Micrograph and Noran
software suite can be used for further data analysis.
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Fig. 3.12 Photo of JEOL JEM-ARM200F TEM
3.2.6

X-ray diffractometer

The GBC MMA X-ray diffractometer with mono-chromated Cu-Kα radiation was
used to detect the phase composition of the original solid lubricant (Fig. 3.13). The
operating voltage and current of X-ray beam were required to be set as 35 kV and
28.6 mA respectively. The parallel beam radius was 250 mm and the focussing
radius was between 175 and 250 mm.

Fig. 3.13 Main diffraction part of GBC MMA X-ray diffractometer
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PANalytical X’pert-PRO X-ray goniometer (Fig. 3.14) was applied for the
macrotexture measurements of ferrite rolled strips with point focus mode. The range
capacity of full wafer mapping was up to 100 mm. The rolled strip surface was
finally polished by 1 micrometer diamond plate and the top and bottom surface
should be flat and parallel, to ensure the best possible resolution. The defocussing of
the standard specimen was carried out before testing in order to remove the
background of the measured texture. The X’pert Data Collector, X’pert Data Viewer
and Matlab MTEX toolbox can be used for post-processing of texture data.

Fig. 3.14 Main diffraction part of PANalytical X’pert-PRO X-ray goniometer
3.2.7

Electron backscatter diffraction detector

The electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) detector was used to analyse the micro
area cross-section of rolled samples in order to observe the lubrication effect on the
grain size, grain boundary and micro-texture. The EBSD detector is equipped on the
JSM-7001F SEM (Fig. 3.15) with an in-lens thermal field emission electron gun
(FEG) which can produce a stable probe current for a long period. The super conical
objective lens provides a high resolution of 1.2 nm at 30 kV and 3.0 nm at 1 kV. It
can be used to detect distortion-free EBSD patterns due to the objective lens which
does not leak magnetic fields around the specimen. The high electron probe current
at a small probe enables EBSD analysis to a spatial resolution of a few tens of nm.
The High Power Optics presents a high speed and highly accurate EBSD
characterization.
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Fig. 3.15 JSM-7001F SEM with EBSD and EDS detectors
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4 MATERIALS PROPERTY AND LUBRICATION EFFECT ON IF STEEL
DURING FERRITE ROLLING
Ferrite rolling is a rolling process at a temperature below the α-γ transformation
temperature. It has a lower rolling temperature compared with conventional hot
rolling. Ferrite rolling is one of the most effective procedures for obtaining the
required mechanical and material properties of IF steels. In addition, it provides
many benefits over hot strip production, such as less energy consumption, less roll
wear and less oxide scale [37].
Ultra-low carbon steel is widely used in the automobile industry especially for car
body manufacturing due to its excellent drawability [1, 2]. Interstitial Free (IF) steel
is a typical ultra-low carbon steel, in which the carbon content is less than 0.005% by
weight. A number of alloying elements are added into IF steels for different purposes,
such as fixing interstitial C and N atoms, improve the strength, and obtain the desired
texture [3, 4].
Because of the advantages mentioned above, many studies have been carried out on
the mechanical and material properties of IF steel. Most studies focused on the
texture [5-7, 14, 140, 146] and alloy effects during ferrite rolling [38, 147] with
liquid lubricants. Some studied the mechanical property at higher rolling temperature
which was more than 900 °C [148]. However, very few studies have been reported
systematically on the thermal-mechanical property of IF steel at ferrite temperature
range of 600-800 °C. The required thermal-mechanical property of IF steel in this
temperature range sets up a guidance for various aspects of ferrite rolling process,
such as rolling force, torque, reduction and speed.
Ferrite rolling is a complex process for the strip production of interstitial free (IF)
steel. Many rolling parameters, such as rolling force, temperature and speed, can
affect the surface quality of both rolls and strips in the ferrite rolling. Lubrication is
essential in the rolling process. A number of lubricants have been applied to both hot
and cold rolling [9, 12, 37, 62, 149, 150] to reduce the friction, rolling force and the
temperature in the roll bite. The aim is to obtain a good surface quality for the rolled
strip, and reduce roll wear. A number of lubricants have been used in ferrite rolling,
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such as esters and mineral oil [151]. However, the lubrication mechanism of
inorganic polyphosphate, as a molten lubricant during ferrite rolling, is still not clear.
The pyroplastic behaviour is defined as the flow stress evolution during materials
deformation under different working conditions. In this chapter, the flow stress and
pyroplastic behaviour of two kinds of IF steels were investigated systematically
through Gleeble compression tests in typical ferrite temperature range up to 1023K.
Two different constitutive equations were developed from the experimental results
and compared by their elemental differences. The flow stress and pyroplastic
behaviour results of IF steels in ferrite temperature range can be used in the design of
ferrite rolling procedures. It also can provide material property parameters for the
establishment of a finite element simulation model.
The lubrication performance in ferrite rolling with two lubrication conditions,
lubricated and unlubricated, was considered. In particular the polyphosphate mixture
effect during a ferrite rolling process was compared against lubricating oil and
unlubricated cases. The rolling force, friction coefficient, roll and strip roughness and
strip oxidation were compared under different lubrication conditions.
The mechanism of inorganic polyphosphate effect on the steel surface was studied to
explain the improved lubrication performance during ferrite rolling of IF steel. The
focused ion beam (FIB) and TEM were used to study the cross-section of a rolled
steel surface with a lubricant film.
4.1

Experimental process

4.1.1

Gleeble thermal-mechanical test

As received commercial IF steel strips were investigated by compression tests on a
Gleeble-3500 thermo-mechanical simulator. The chemical compositions are shown
in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Chemical compositions of IF steels [wt. %]
Sample ID

C [%]

P[%]

Mn[%]

Si [%]

S [%]

Ni [%]

Cr [%]

Al [%]

Ti [%]

N [%]

A

0.0043

0.004

0.15

<0.005

0.008

0.021

0.035

0.02

0.066

0.0037

B

0.0027

0.011

0.14

0.02

0.0049

0.052

0.11

0.046

0.067

0.003
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The IF steel strips were machined to cylindrical specimens, with a size of Φ8×5 mm
before experiment. The specimen was clamped on the holder by a small compressive
force on two sides. Graphite pieces were used to isolate the specimen and the holder
so as to eliminate the heat transfer. The program controlled the whole experiment
process. Before the experiment started, the chamber was vacuumed. Then the
specimen was heated to 1323K by 10 K·s-1 and kept by the program for 180s to make
the microstructure uniform and relieve the residual stress. The temperature was then
dropped to the deformation temperatures of 923K, 973K, 1023K and 1073K
respectively by 5 K·s-1, and kept for 30s to maintain the temperature of the whole
specimen uniform. The next step was the deformation process with different strain
rates of 0.1, 1 and 10 s-1 separately, as shown in Table 4.2. It was the key step for the
whole experiment due to accurate control of the deformation. After deformation, the
specimen was kept at the deformation temperature for 30s to stabilize all the working
conditions then quenched by water to the room temperature.
The whole experimental process is shown in Fig 4.1. All the specimens were
compressed by 40% of the thickness. The specimens before and after the
compression tests with different compression conditions are displayed in Fig. 4.2.
Table 4.2 Working conditions of the Gleeble compression tests
Deformation Temperature/[K]

Compression rate

-1
Strain rate/[s ]

923
973
1023

0-0.4
(40% reduction)

0.1
1
10

1073
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Fig. 4.1 Flow chart of Gleeble tests

Fig. 4.2 Specimens before and after compression
4.1.2

Ferrite rolling

A 2-high Hille 100 experimental rolling mill was used for the ferrite rolling tests of
IF steel. Before rolling, IF steel strips were cut to a size of 100 mm×400 mm×5 mm,
as shown in Fig. 4.3 (a). A chamfer was machined on one end of the strip to facilitate
the entry of the strip into the roll bite, as shown in Fig. 4.3 (b).
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Fig. 4.3 The 3D image of prepared strip (a) with size (b) for ferrite rolling

The rolling parameters are shown in Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 shows the flow chart of
the ferrite rolling test. Before rolling, the strip was covered with thin steel sheets, on
both top and bottom surfaces, while being heated in an electrical furnace within
nitrogen gas at 1000 °C. The thin steel covers effectively eliminated the oxidation of
the strip during heating, and all specimens had consistent surface conditions before
rolling. The IF strips were held at 1000 °C for 10 minutes in order to stabilise the
temperature and relieve residual stress. The strips were then taken out of the furnace
and cooled in the air to the typical ferrite rolling temperatures in the range of 600 °C
to 800 °C. The rolling was carried out under different rolling parameters and
lubrication conditions in order to study the lubrication performance of different
lubricants. After rolling, the rolled strip was quenched in the water to the room
temperature.
Table 4.3 Rolling parameters
Roll size

Strip size

Reduction

Rolling
speed

Rolling
temperature

Cooling

Ø225*254
/[mm]

100*400/[mm]

25-40/[%]

1/[m·s ]

-1

600-800/[°C]

Water quench
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Fig. 4.4 Flow chart of ferrite rolling test
In the present study, the performance of polyphosphate lubricant was studied by
comparing to lubricating oil (Quaker HB28) and unlubricated. The lubricating oil
was a specialised commercial ester based oil with additives, whereas the mixed
polyphosphate was composed of tripolyphosphate and alkali dihydrogen phosphate.
It is an inorganic polyphosphate mixture that will be used at high temperature with
heavy load. As a kind of solid lubricant, it was diluted in a 100ml of water to yield a
mass concentration of 20% of lubricant solution, before being applied to the contact
interface at a high temperature. For the reminder of the thesis, the lubricants will be
described as lubricating oil and polyphosphate (or solid lubricant) respectively.
During ferrite rolling, the rolling force was recorded in-situ by Matlab-based data
acquisition software. The rolled surface roughness was measured by the Hommel
T1000 profilometer with a traverse length of 4.8 mm. The 3D surface profiles of the
rolled surface under different lubrication conditions were detected by the AFM. The
cross-section of rolled steel with polyphosphate lubricant film, before and after
rolling, was obtained by the focused ion beam (FIB) milling. The transmission
images and elemental distributions of the thin foil were observed by the JEOL JEMARM200F TEM. The Gatan Digital Micrograph and Noran software suite were used
for the images analysis and EDS elemental and compound data process.
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4.2
4.2.1

Results and discussion
Pyroplastic behaviour of IF steel at ferrite temperature range

The flow stress and pyroplastic behaviour of two kinds of IF steels were investigated
systematically, through Gleeble compression tests, in a ferrite temperature range. The
constitutive equations were developed from the experimental results. The flow stress
and pyroplastic behaviour of IF steels in a ferrite temperature range can be used for
subsequent theoretical research as well as for designing of ferrite rolling procedures
with lubrication. It can also provide material property parameters for the
establishment of a FE model with lubricant in the ferrite temperature range.
After a series of compression tests with IF steels A and B, the true stress-strain
curves were obtained and shown in Fig. 4.5. None of the stress-strain curves
displayed obvious stress peaks during the whole compression process. True stress
increased with strain, and reached the peak value for true strain above 0.5. The stress
then became stable with further increases in strain. The same tendency was observed
in all test conditions. For the same strain rate, the stress increased with decreasing
temperature. When the strain rate increased from 0.1 s-1 to 10 s-1 at the same
deformation temperature, the stress was also increased by more than 20%.
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(a) Strain rate: 0.1s-1

(b) Strain rate: 0.1s-1

(c) Strain rate: 1s-1

(d) Strain rate: 1s-1

(e) Strain rate: 10s-1

(f) Strain rate: 10s-1

Fig. 4.5 True stress-strain curve of compressed specimens A and B
Two kinds of IF steels A and B showed different peak stress values in the same
experimental conditions. It can be seen from Fig. 4.5 that IF steel A had a higher
deformation resistance (higher peak stress) than steel B during the compression
process. The main reason was due to higher carbon content of A which was nearly 60%
more than that of B. So it meant IF steel A has higher deformation resistance during
the compression process.
The constitutive equations of both IF steels can be established by using the
experimental results obtained from compressed specimens in a ferrite temperature
range. The constitutive equation, which includes the deformation activation energy Q
and the temperature T (°Kelvin), was developed by C. M. Sellars and W.J. M. Tegart
[152]. All the stress, strain rate and temperature can be expressed by Eq. 4.1 below:

  A[sinh ]n exp[Q / RT  .

(4.1)
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where A, α (α=β/m), β and n are constants. ln  the strain rate, σ flow stress. Q the
deformation activation energy, R the universal gas constant and T in Kelvin.
Eq. 4.1 can be rewritten as Eq. 4.2 or Eq. 4.3 as following:

ln   ln C  m ln  .

(4.2)

ln   ln C '   .

(4.3)

where C and C ' are the constants which are independent to the temperature. It can be
clearly seen that both the ln   ln  and   ln  plots in Fig. 4.6 showed linear
relationships. The constants m and β were the slopes of Eq. 4.2 and Eq. 4.3
respectively. The slopes of both specimens A and B and constants m and β were
obtained from Fig. 4.6.

Fig. 4.6 Relationships of ln  -σ and ln  -lnσ of IF steels A and B
The mean values of the slopes m and β were found to be mA= 20.89, mB= 18.61(Eq.
4.2), βA= 0.1346 and βB= 0.1274 (Eq. 4.3). Then the value of α can be calculated:
αA= 0.0064 and αB= 0.0068.
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Based on the C. Zener and J.H. Hollomon’s theory, the Eq. 4.4 below showed the
relationship between strain rate and temperature, proposed for the high temperature
deformation process.
Z   exp[Q / RT ]  A[sinh ]n ] .

(4.4)

where Z is the strain rate factor for the temperature offset. After taking logarithm for
both sides of Eq. 4.4, the Eq. 4.5 was obtained below:
ln[sinh  ] 

ln 
Q
ln A
.


n
nRT
n


   lnsinh 
 ln 
Q  R
 
  Rnk .





ln
sinh

1 / T  

T 

(4.5)

(4.6)

For a certain strain rate, the deformation activation energy Q can be expressed by Eq.
4.6. Q can be calculated from the mean slope values n and k of lines in Fig. 4.7 and
Fig. 4.8 respectively, where the na =15.663, nb = 13.922, ka = 4.993 and kb = 5.172.
The Q values of both IF steels A and B in ferrite temperature range were QA
=650.2693 kJ·mol-1 and QB =598.6430 kJ·mol-1, respectively.
From the linear relationship described by Eq. 4.5, in Fig. 4.7, lnA - Q/(RT) can be
determined from the two intercepts on ln  and ln[sinh (ασ)] axis. After substituting
the values of Q, n and R to Eq. 4.5 at a certain temperature T and stress σ, values of A
can be obtained, which were the AA =1.1231×1034 s-1 and AB =3.7858×1031 s-1.
All the constants in Eq. 4.1 have been calculated. The constitutive equations of both
IF steels A and B can be expressed by the following Eq. 4.7 and Eq. 4.8. These
constitutive equations showed the flow stress and pyroplastic behaviour of both IF
steels in ferrite temperature range.
𝜀̇ = 1.123 × 1034 [sinh(6.4 × 10−3 𝜎)]15.6635 exp[−6.5027 × 105 /(RT)].

(4.7)

𝜀̇ = 3.7858 × 1031 [sinh(6.8 × 10−3 𝜎)]13.9216 exp[−5.9864 × 105 /(RT)].

(4.8)
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(a) IF steel A

(b) IF steel B

Fig. 4.7 Relationship of ln[sinh (ασ)] and ln 

(a) IF steel A

(b) IF steel B

Fig. 4.8 Relationship of ln[sinh (ασ)] and 1/T
In order to validate the reliability of the constitutive equations, all the prediction data
were compared with the experimental data. The maximum peaks stress errors of IF
steels A and B were 6.65% and 6.06% respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.9. Therefore,
these constitutive equations are reliable and can be used for designing the ferrite
rolling process of ultra-low carbon steel. Furthermore, the experimental data can also
be used as material property parameters in the establishment of a finite element (FE)
model.
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(a) IF steel A

(b) IF steel B

Fig. 4.9 Peak stress error with different strain rates and temperatures
4.2.2

Influence of polyphosphate lubricant on the ferrite rolling parameters

4.2.2.1 Temperature distribution before and during rolling
Temperature is an important parameter for ferrite rolling. A uniform distribution of
temperature on the strip can stabilize the rolling force and obtain a good strip flatness
[153, 154]. The temperature distribution of the strip surface was captured by an
infrared thermal-camera. Fig. 4.10 shows the temperature distribution of the strip
from 600 °C to 800 °C at the start of the rolling process. It can be seen that the
temperature distribution in the middle area was homogenous. From the strip centre to
the edges, the temperature drop showed a symmetrical distribution along the
transverse direction of the strip. The surface temperature was lower than the centre.
The temperature distribution on the steel strip was considered suitable for ferrite
rolling.

Fig. 4.10 Temperature distribution photo at (a) 600 °C, (b) 700 °C and (c) 800 °C
Fig. 4.11 shows the temperature distribution data along both rolling and transverse
directions of the strip at 800 °C. When the strip was taken out from furnace and
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cooled in the air, the cooling rate of the head was greater than those in other parts of
the strip. The strip head showed a temperature drop, for a length of 40 mm due to the
chamfer machined into the head end to facilitate the strip entry into the roll gap. For
the whole strip length of 400 mm, the temperature distribution was homogenous and
can guarantee a stable temperature condition for ferrite rolling.

(a) Rolling direction (RD)

(b) Transverse direction (TD)

Fig. 4.11 Temperature distribution data of strip before rolling at 800 °C
4.2.2.2 Rolling force
Fig. 4.12 shows the lubrication effect on the rolling force, at reductions of 25% and
40%. It presented a higher rolling force in the unlubricated condition compared to
lubricating oil and polyphosphate lubricant. As the temperature increased, the rolling
force decreased under dry and lubricated conditions. When the polyphosphate
lubricant was applied at temperature higher than 700 °C and 25% reduction, the
rolling force was smaller than the lubricating oil. At 40% reduction, the
polyphosphate lubricant showed a slightly higher rolling force than the lubricating oil,
up to 700 °C. But the rolling force kept reducing to be lower than the lubricating oil
case above 700 °C.
It can be concluded that at higher temperature, the polyphosphate lubricant
performed better than the lubricating oil. A reason was that, at a higher temperature,
the oil was burnt and the oil film between the roll and strip was destroyed, so that
lubrication performance was reduced to some extent. As for the polyphosphate
lubricant, when the temperature reached 700 °C, some of the polyphosphate lubricant
transformed from partially to a liquid-like phase (Chapter 5), which provided a better
lubrication performance. When the temperature was higher than 700 °C the
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polyphosphate lubricant was completely transformed to molten state and formed a
stable lubricating film which reduced the friction in rolling.

(a) 25% reduction

(b) 40% reduction
Fig. 4.12 Lubrication effect on the rolling force in ferrite temperature range
It can be seen from Fig. 4.12 that reduction has an obvious effect on rolling force. A
higher reduction always achieved higher rolling force. The rolling force decreased
when temperature increased. When the reduction was decreased from 40% to 25%,
the rolling force decreased by 30.5% under unlubricated condition at different rolling
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temperatures. Instead, the rolling force decreased by 35.4% and 37.9% respectively
when lubricating oil and polyphosphate lubricant were used. The maximum
reduction occurred at 800°C under two lubrication conditions and at 700 °C under
dry condition. It indicated that the rolling temperature was critical to lubricant
performance with different reductions. The rolling speed was found to have little
effect during the experimental rolling process due to a low speed of rolling mill.
4.2.2.3 Friction coefficient
A numerical model developed by Alexander [155] was conducted to calculate the
friction coefficient based on the Orowan’s rolling model [156], in which the error of
the calculated rolling force compared to the measured value on the Hille rolling mill
needs to be less than 1%. The model requires a flow stress equation with constants A,
B, C D, m and n. Data from the compression tests on the Gleeble were used to
determine these constants in the flow stress equation by multi-regression methods.
The regression result is shown in Eq. 4.10.
𝑌 = A × exp(B𝑇) × (1 + Cε)𝑚 × (1 + D𝜀̇)𝑛 .

(4.9)

where Y is yield stress MPa, T the temperature in K, ε the strain and 𝜀̇ the strain rate
of IF steel B; A, B, C, D, m and n are the constants.
𝑌 = 144.35 × exp(−0.001876𝑇) × (1 + 1000ε)0.3142 × (1 + 1000𝜀̇)0.1033 . (4.10)
The flow stress equation was then used to calculate the rolling force based on an
assumed friction coefficient in a trial and error approach. If the calculated rolling
force matches the measured rolling force on the Hille rolling mill within 1%, then the
assumed friction was the right value. The friction values shown in Fig. 4.13 were
higher than the results of the ball on disc in chapter 5. This is due to the difference in
the mode of application of the lubricant to the strip for ferrite rolling (sprayed on)
compared to a continuously drip supply in front of the ball, and to the tertiary scale
built up on the strip prior to entry into the roll gap.
Three lubrication conditions of, polyphosphate lubricant, lubricating oil and
unlubricated conditions were used during ferrite rolling to examine the lubrication
effect on the friction coefficient. From Fig. 4.13, it showed the friction coefficient
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under unlubricated conditions was always higher than it was under lubricating oil
and polyphosphate lubricant conditions. The friction coefficient kept decreasing with
the temperature from 600 °C to 800 °C under dry condition. This is consistent with
the results reported by Robert [157]. However, the two lubricated conditions in Fig.
4.13 showed a different tendency on the friction coefficient with temperature. The
lubricating oil showed an increase of friction with temperature due to its increased
instability with temperature. However, the polyphosphate lubricant showed a stable
effect on the friction coefficient with a value about 0.25 in all the tested temperatures.
Noticeably, it showed even a lower friction coefficient than lubricating oil, especially
at 700 °C and 800 °C, which indicated the high thermal stability of polyphosphate as
a lubricant during ferrite rolling.

Fig. 4.13 Influence of lubrication conditions on the friction coefficient during ferrite
rolling
4.2.2.4 Roughness evolution of roll and strips
The measurement of the roll roughness was impossible by using the profilometer
when the roll was on the rolling mill. As shown in Fig. 4.14, the space was limited
for standing the profilometer. The removal of the rolls from the rolling mill would
lead a significant amount of time spent on calibrating the machine. The resin
provided an indirect way to obtain the roll roughness on both rolling and transverse
directions by replica of the roll roughness and then measuring the dried resin surface
roughness. The liquid resin was mixed with a hardening agent, which can solidify in
5 minutes. It was flexible enough to imprint the roll roughness when the space was
limited.
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Fig. 4.14 Measurement of roll roughness by resin
Fig. 4.15 shows the effect of lubrication on the roll roughness. Roughness evolution,
of both the rolling and transverse directions, showed the same tendency. One
hundred and seven (107) pieces of IF steel strips were rolled in the ferrite
temperature range. The first 45 pieces were rolled with lubricating oil and then 26
pieces were subsequently rolled with polyphosphate lubricant. The last 36 pieces
were rolled under the unlubricated condition. With lubricating oil, the roll roughness
quickly increased from 0.2 µm to 0.6 µm after 5 pieces of IF steel strips were rolled.
Then the roughness steadily reached the peak value after 30 samples. The maximum
roughness was 1.01 µm and 0.90 µm at the transverse and rolling direction
respectively. Then the roll roughness became stable when the polyphosphate
lubricant was applied, and the roughness sharply reduced. The roughness reached the
lowest point after the 65th sample was rolled. The subsequent rolling was under non
lubricating condition and roll roughness sharply increased. It can be seen that
polyphosphate lubricant can effectively improve the roll roughness so as to provide
better surface quality of both the roll and strip.
Fig. 4.16 shows the lubrication effect on the roughness of IF steel during ferrite
rolling. The strip roughness increased when temperature increased. The rate of
roughness increase with polyphosphate lubricant was always lower than under dry
condition. The roughness under polyphosphate lubricant condition was lower
compared to dry condition at the same reduction. For polyphosphate lubricant
between 25% and 40% reduction, there was little difference in the strip roughness
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except between 600 °C to 700 °C. The higher reduction produced a much lower
surface roughness than the low reduction under the dry condition. However under
polyphosphate lubricant condition, the roughness with 40% reduction was only 11.93%
lower than at 25% reduction from 600 °C to 700 °C. The reduction had little effect
on the strip roughness while the temperature was above 700 °C. It can be concluded
that polyphosphate lubricant can effectively reduce the strip roughness compared to
the dry rolling condition and show a stable lubrication performance when the
reduction changed.

Fig. 4.15 Lubrication effect on the roll roughness

Fig. 4.16 Lubrication effect on the strip roughness
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4.2.2.5 Antioxidant performance
Fig. 4.17 shows the IF steel surface after rolling under different lubrication
conditions. In Fig. 4.17 (a) a significant number of oxide scale cracks on the surface,
extended from the edge to the middle of the strip. It can be seen from Fig. 4.17 (b)
that only a few small cracks can be found on the strip edge, when the lubricating oil
was applied during rolling. The polyphosphate lubricant showed a good performance
for eliminating the oxide scale cracks on the surface. The oxide layer was more
compacted when compared with the dry and lubricating oil conditions. It can be
concluded that polyphosphate lubricant can be used as an antioxidant on the steel
surface under heavy loads at high temperatures.

Fig. 4.17 Steel surface after rolling under (a) dry, (b) lubricating oil and (c)
polyphosphate lubricant conditions
4.2.2.6 Lubrication effect on micro surface morphology
The surface topography was measured by AFM to investigate the lubrication effect
on the rolled steel surface in a micro scale. Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19 showed the AFM
images of rolled steel surfaces at 700 and 800 °C under dry, lubricating oil, and
polyphosphate lubricant conditions. The average roughness with a scan size of 30×30
µm was calculated after scanning by the software. At 700 °C, the roughness Ra was
235.55, 160.83 and 97.66 nm respectively under dry, lubricating oil and solid
lubricant conditions. For the same lubrication conditions at 800 °C, the Ra was
318.40, 210.32 and 101.39 nm respectively.
From the AFM images, it can clearly be seen that the lubricated conditions improved
the surface conditions. In the dry condition, the surface was rougher than in the
lubricated conditions. Inhomogeneous oxide scale, with large peaks and valleys, can
be observed on the measured surface. The lubricating oil improved the roughness to
some extent. Less peaks and valleys with smaller height can be seen when compared
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with the surface under the dry condition. The roughness was reduced by 31.72 % and
33.94% respectively at 700 and 800 °C compared with the non-lubricated condition.
The rolled surface with polyphosphate lubricant showed even smaller roughness than
that with the lubricating oil. Flat and smooth surfaces with small peaks can be in the
images. Compared to the dry condition, the roughness decreased by 58.54% and
68.16% when the polyphosphate lubricant was applied during rolling.

Fig. 4.18 AFM images of rolled steel surfaces under (a) dry, (b) lubricating oil and (c)
polyphosphate lubricant conditions at 700 °C
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Fig. 4.19 AFM images of rolled steel surfaces under (a) dry, (b) lubricating oil and (c)
polyphosphate lubricant conditions at 800 °C
Compared with different rolling temperatures, the polyphosphate lubricant showed a
better performance at high temperature. The lubricating oil was less effective at a
higher temperature. During rolling, more oil burning was found at 800 °C than it was
at 700 °C. It indicated that the temperature had a great impact on the lubricating oil.
It can be concluded that the lubricated conditions showed improvements on the
micro roughness of the rolled steel surface. The lubricating oil presented thermaldependent lubrication properties during ferrite rolling. The polyphosphate lubricant
has a stable lubrication influence on the micro surface roughness, even at high
temperatures during rolling.
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4.2.3

Mechanism of polyphosphate lubricant effect on the steel surface during
ferrite rolling

The effect of lubricating oil on the steel surface during rolling has been studied by
many researchers [13, 82, 151, 158]. However, very few studies focused on the
inorganic polyphosphate, and its lubrication mechanism during ferrite rolling and
other hot metal forming. As a newly developed lubricant, it even showed a better
lubrication effects than lubricating oil at high temperature.
In this section, the lubrication mechansim of polyphosphate lubricant effect on the
rolled steel surface has been discussed. Fig. 4.20 shows the TEM images of crosssection of ferrite rolled strip sample prepared by FIB. With the same magnification,
the steel substrate can be seen after rolling. Only the oxide layer shows on the crosssection before rolling. It shows the oxide layer was deformed after rolling because of
the thickness reduction of the oxide layer.

Fig. 4.20 FIB cross-section of the steel surface (a) before and (b) after ferrite rolling
with polyphosphate lubricant at 700 °C
Fig. 4.21 shows TEM images of the FIB cross-section parallel to the rolling direction
before and after rolling, with polyphosphate lubricant at 700 °C. Before ferrite
rolling, it can be seen that the oxide scale consists large grains of iron oxide, large
pores, and big cracks. The large oxide in the oxide scale had no particular orientation.
After ferrite rolling the oxide scale was deformed and became compact with fewer
defects. No big cracks inside the oxide scale could be found and the interface
between the oxide layer and steel substrate showed good adhesion. More fine grained
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oxides can be found in the upper layer, with a similar orientation after rolling, as
shown in Fig. 4.21 (b). At 800 °C, similar oxide layer characteristic before and after
rolling was found in the Fig. 4.22. The oxide layer thickness increased with the
temperature increased according to the oxidation kinetics. More pores and cracks can
be found at higher temperatures, as shown in Fig. 4.22 (b).

Fig. 4.21 TEM images of FIB cross-section (a) before and (b) after rolling at 700 °C
In order to study the effect of polyphosphate lubricant on the steel surface, a higher
magnification (at 100 000 x) was used to observe the status of polyphosphate
lubricant on the top surface before and after rolling. EDS was applied to detect the
elemental distribution on the cross-sections.
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Fig. 4.22 TEM images of FIB cross-section (a) before and (b) after rolling at 800 °C
Details of area A and its elemental distribution which is marked in Fig. 4.22 (a), are
presented in Fig. 4.23. The lubricant layer can be seen between the platinum coating
and oxide layer. The sodium and potassium accumulated on the top surface of rolled
steel that matched the polyphosphate lubricant elements. From the sodium and
potassium elemental distribution maps, not only the surface but also the pores and
cracks showed the elemental richness. The pores and cracks near the top surface
were filled with polyphosphate lubricant elements of sodium, potassium and
phosphorus. It indicated some lubricant flowed into the cracks at high temperature.
Fig. 4.24 shows the elemental distribution on the FIB cross-section after rolling from
100 000 x (Area B). From the potassium distribution map, it clearly showed the
lubrication film kept present on the steel surfaces with a thin layer around 100 nm on
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the steel surfaces. The polyphosphate lubricant film can be observed on the steel
surface before and after rolling. It showed stable lubrication function at high
temperature before and after rolling.

Fig. 4.23 Details of FIB cross-section and elemental distribution before rolling at
800 °C (Area A)
In order to characterise the property of lubrication film before and after ferrite rolling,
Elemental compositions on the cross-section of FIB sample were calculated by the
Noran software suite (NSS) after the EDS tests. The Elemental compositions of
polyphosphate lubricant film, before and after rolling, are shown in Fig. 4.25 (a) and
(b). Fig. 4.25 (c) and (d) show the corresponding elemental peaks of the
compositions. The films were rich with sodium, potassium, phosphorus, oxygen and
iron before and after rolling at 800 °C. It presented evidence of the film’s existence.
The Cu came from the TEM sample grid during EDS testing.
The polyphosphate lubricant films can be identified on the maps in Fig. 4.25 as the
noise from other elements, especially Pt and Au, was removed in this elemental
composition map. Both the lubricant films showed similar mean thickness around
100 nm before and after rolling at 800 °C. The polyphosphate lubricant film was
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non-uniform on the top surface, with various thicknesses before rolling. However, it
showed uniform distribution on the top surface after rolling. The rolling process
effected the polyphosphate lubricant distribution at high temperature. The
deformation reduced the defects of oxide layer such as voids and pores. The load
compressed and sheared the lubricant film to be more uniform at high temperature.

Fig. 4.24 Details of FIB cross-section and elemental distribution after rolling at
800 °C
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Fig. 4.25 Elemental compositions of lubricant film (a) before and (b) after rolling
and its corresponding elemental peaks (c) before and (d) after rolling at 800 °C
Interestingly, the chromium rich composition and its covered iron rich composition
were observed in the oxide layer in the specimen after rolling at 800 °C, as shown in
Fig. 4.26 (a) and (b). The chromium element may come from the metallurgy process.
The carbon, chromium, oxygen and iron rich were shown in Fig. 4.26 (c). The Rb
and Cu peaks came from the TEM system and TEM sample grid. The Cr-rich
carbides and Fe-Cr alloy have a high thermal stability and a low oxidation rate. The
Cr2O3 (outer layer) and M7C3 (Cr7C3) carbides (inner layer) are formed in the
appearance with a structure that looks like a network [159, 160]. It can assist
lubricant as a co-antioxidant, to avoid the further oxidation of iron at high
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temperature, as shown in Fig. 4.26 (d). Interstitial Free (IF) steel is an ultra-low
carbon steel, which the carbon content is less than 0.005% by weight. A number of
alloying elements such as Cr and Ti are added into IF steels for different purposes
such as fix the interstitial atoms of C and N, avoid oxidation, improve the strength,
and obtain the aimed texture [3, 4]. The chromium in the IF steel here increased the
oxidation resistance and fixed with the interstitial atoms of C so as to improve the
plasticity during ferrite rolling.

Fig. 4.26 Chromium rich (a) and iron rich (b) compositions with its corresponding
elements peaks (c) and (d)
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4.3
4.3.1

Conclusions
Gleeble tests on the pyroplastic behaviour

Two kinds of commercial IF steel strips were investigated by compression tests on
the Gleeble 3500 Simulator. None of the stress-strain curves displayed noticeable
stress peaks during the whole compression process. The stresses increased with
decreasing temperatures at same strain rate. The peak value of stress increased with
strain rate for a constant temperature. IF steel A had higher deformation resistance
than B during the compression process. The main reason was due to the carbon
composition in A nearly 60% more than B.
The constitutive equations of IF steels A and B were established by using the
experimental results in a ferrite temperature range, as shown below. The deformation
activation energy QA was higher than QB. It shows IF steel A is more difficult to
deform than B in the ferrite temperature range.
Constitutive equation of IF steel A:





  1.12311034[sinh 6.4 103 ]15.6635exp[ 6.5027 105 /RT ] .

Constitutive equation of IF steel B at ferrite temperature range:





  3.7858 1031[sinh 6.8 103 ]13.9216 exp[ 5.9864 105 /RT ] .

The constitutive equations are reliable for predicting the flow stress and pyroplastic
deformation behaviour of IF steel. The achieved constitutive equations provide
theoretical fundamentals for designing the ferrite rolling process of IF steels.
Furthermore, the experimental data can be used as material property parameters in a
finite element (FE) model.
4.3.2

Lubrication effect during ferrite rolling

The lubrication effect during ferrite rolling process was studied under three different
lubrication conditions: unlubricated, lubricating oil and polyphosphate lubricant
conditions. The rolling force, roll and strip roughness and strip oxidation were
compared under different lubrication conditions. The lubrication effect on the micro
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surface roughness was investigated under three lubrication conditions by AFM with
contact mode.
The mechanism of polyphosphate lubricant effect on the steel surface was studied to
explain its improved lubrication performance during ferrite rolling. The FIB and
TEM were applied to study the cross-section of rolled steel surfaces with
polyphosphate lubricant film.
The following conclusions can be made according to the ferrite rolling experiments
on a 2-high Hille 100 experimental rolling mill:
(1) The reduction has an obvious effect on the rolling force. Rolling temperature is
critical to lubrication performance at different reductions. The unlubricated condition
always presents a higher rolling force when compared with lubricating oil and
polyphosphate lubricant. At a higher temperature, the polyphosphate lubricant shows
a better lubrication performance to reduce rolling force than the oil lubricant.
(2) During ferrite rolling, the polyphosphate lubricant can effectively improve the
friction coefficient, roll roughness. It produces a better surface quality of both the roll
and strip. When the polyphosphate lubricant was applied, the friction coefficient
decreased to about 0.25 in all test temperatures. Compared with the dry condition,
lubricating oil can improve the micro roughness to some extent. The micro roughness
was reduced by 31.72% and 33.94% at 700 °C and 800 °C. However, micro
roughness decreased by 58.54% and 68.16% when the polyphosphate lubricant was
applied during rolling. The polyphosphate lubricant also showed a better
performance for eliminating the oxide scale cracks on the surface. The oxide layer
was more compact compared with the dry and lubricating oil conditions after ferrite
rolling.
(3) The accumulation of lubricant film was non-uniform on the top surface with
varying thicknesses before rolling. However, it showed more uniform distribution on
the top surface after rolling. The polyphosphate lubricant films appeared on the steel
surfaces, with a thin layer around 100 nm before and after ferrite rolling. The
lubricant film was uniform at high temperatures, when subjected to shear and rolling
force.
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5 TRIBOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR OF ALKALI METAL POLYPHOSPHATE
LUBRICANT DURING FERRITE ROLLING
In ferrite rolling of IF steel, the metal is subjected to the mechanical, thermal and
physical coupled conditions, e.g. the α-γ transformation temperature more than
850 °C and high pressure [6]. As a consequence, a serious tribological problem is that
the tool/work materials at high temperature are prone to excessive friction and wear
as well as a serious oxidation of the active surface of hot steel in exposure to oxygen
and water, causing a premature failure of the tools and undesirable finish of products
[161-164]. For instance, at high temperature large nascent surfaces quickly oxidize
and the abrasive wear of the iron oxide surface is one of the dominant wear modes,
which produces much debris due to plastic deformation.
Remarkably, phosphorus based additives, e.g. zinc dialkyldithiophosphates (ZDDP),
commonly present in engine lubricant formulations. It can provide the desirably
lubricating ability of the rubbing interface under tribo-stressed conditions [21, 165170]. Basically, a glass-like polyphosphate boundary film attached to the rubbing
contacts is considered to be responsible for preventing further wear or scuffing [21,
165-170]. The polyphosphates are thermoplastic with an exceptional thermal stability
and inability to oxidize. They operate over a wide temperature range and present
good thermal tolerance. They can also bring up exciting possibilities in developing a
new class of high temperature lubricant in the metal forming process [171, 172].
Therefore, it is of technological significance to develop a high temperature lubricant,
and to understand the fundamental working of the tribofilm structure in the hot metal
forming process. In this study, a class of alkali metal phosphate is proposed for the
high temperature applications.
At the rubbing surface the tribological performance strongly depends on the presence
of lubricant, especially interaction of lubricant with the oxide scales or native metals.
For example, protective zinc phosphate tribofilms of several intermediate
components, as excellent antiwear films, are formed from the decomposition of
ZDDP under the tribo-stressed conditions at elevated temperatures, pressure and
shear during sliding processes. It has been reported that not only a chemical reaction
with iron oxide or water but also high pressure and shear stress can cause the
depolymerisation of the polyphosphate lubricant [22]. Under the above tribological
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conditions, cross-linking transforms a viscoelastic fluid of loosely interacting linear
zinc polyphosphate molecules into a fully connected chemical network with
extended bonding in all three spatial directions from the zinc atoms, i.e. a very stiff
3D structure with the good chemical durability [22]. However, this formation occurs
only when the pressure level at the tops of the asperities collision rises to about 80%
of the underlying substrate during sliding contact [94]. Such pressure is sufficient to
cause the relevant chemical processes at the boundary film. The more pressure, the
greater degree of cross-linking among the zinc atoms, and a much stiffer film. The
strengthened film improves its capacity to accommodate and redistribute the applied
loads to which an underlying surface is exposed [94]. It means that, phosphate
species are adaptive to the varied friction conditions by its structure modulation.
Currently there are two main models to explain the phosphate functions in tribofilm:
the thermomechanical model and the tribochemical (chemical hardness) model,
proposed in the literatures [19, 21, 23-30]. In terms of the thermomechanical model,
it is known that the effect of pressure singly does not significantly affect the length of
phosphate chains, whereas the combined pressure and shear action as well as the
service temperature not only allow the formation of a tribofilm but also lead to
depolymerisation of the long phosphate chains. For instance, the decomposition of
ZDDP often happens at a temperature above 60 °C [19, 21], generating the free zinc
ions. At the same time, the shorter polyphosphate chain of film can be achieved by
the consequent depolymerisation [23]. The zinc ions adsorb on the iron oxide surface
and then exchange with the iron ions to form the chemical reaction film with
phosphate in different chain lengths. The interaction of phosphate/polyphosphate
molecules with iron or iron oxides can be confirmed by the thermal experiments [24].
However, Tse et al. [25] pointed out that at low temperature compression, the ZDDP
was remarkably stable under static pressure but at very high temperature and
pressure (more than 200 °C), ZDDP degraded. When all ZDDPs have been
decomposed, the antiwear performance depended on the formation of paste and the
microgeometry of the contacting surfaces which could control the scraping rate of
the existing chemisorbed film [26]. Therefore, the thermal stability of lubricant
should be always considered as one of the most important requirement if the
lubricant is applied at the ferrite temperature range from 600 to 800 °C. Furthermore,
it is also worth noting that, phosphate species as the lubricant has been intensively
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studied at relatively low temperature. However, it remains a lack of a tribology
performance of their melts. Although this kind of phosphate species can be
investigated in the molten state [27, 28], the friction and wear behaviours of this
mechanical system is still unknown in the presence of such melts, especially for the
high temperature applications [29, 30]. Therefore, the fundamental study of the
acting mechanism of molten polyphosphate as the high temperature lubricant,
particularly in the hot metal forming process, is still a challenging and fertile area
from the microscopic view.
In this chapter, a sequence of high temperature tests and wear tests were carried out
by the high temperature microscope (HTM) and ball-on-disc tribometer. After testing,
multi-microscopy techniques were used. The aims of this chapter include the
following points:
(1) To develop a class of lubricant for hot metal forming applications.
(2) To elucidate the possibility of thermal reactions of lubricant with the oxide scale
at elevated temperatures, as well as its reactive kinetics in qualitative view.
(3) To determine wear and friction behaviours of the rubbing steel-based system
exposed to different temperatures, loads and lubrication apply methods.
(4) To characterize the structure and composition evolution of the tribo-induced
interface in response to different temperatures and loads from the microscopic view.
(5) To reveal the tribochemical interactions and antiwear mechanism of lubricant
with iron oxides on the worn surface.
5.1
5.1.1

Experimental methods
Thermal test of lubricant

Laser confocal microscope was used to observe the morphological evolution of
lubricant at elevated temperatures, and identify the static reactions of inorganic
polyphosphate lubricant with the steel surface.
The parameters of the microscope are shown in Table 3.1. Before testing, the
lubricant solution was sprayed onto the surface of an air pre-oxided IF steel and then
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this sample was put into a gold-coated chamber for the following thermal tests. The
high temperature microscope chamber was then vacuumed by switching between
pump suction and insertion of argon at least 12 steps until a high vacuum level of 1019

ppm with oxygen gas was achieved, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The heating process was

done from the ambient temperature to the setup temperature at a heating rate of
1.67 °C·s-1 in argon atmosphere. Note that those isothermal tests were conducted at a
specific high temperature to simulate the application of lubricant to the ferrite rolling
procedure.

Fig. 5.1 Oxygen level during vacuum process
The high temperature tests were carried out by two programs with in-situ
temperature increase until 850 °C and the isothermal reactions at four temperatures
of 500, 600, 700, and 800 °C. The following procedures were used for each of the
experiments:
The in-situ thermal increasing test (Fig. 5.2):
(1) The specimen was inserted in the chamber of the microscope and the argon was
inserted simultaneously.
(2) Switched between close the argon and open suction pump until the oxygen
content was less than 10-19.
(3) The specimen was heated at argon atmosphere at a rate of 1.67 °C·s-1 until 850
°C and then kept in the furnace for 2 minutes.
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(4) The specimen was then cooled down to room temperature at 1.67 °C·s-1.

Fig. 5.2 Flow diagram of the in-situ thermal increasing test
The procedure of isothermal reaction tests:
(1) The specimen was inserted in the chamber of the microscope and the argon was
inserted simultaneously.
(2) Switched between close the argon and open suction pump until the oxygen
content was less than 10-19.
(3) The specimen was heated at argon atmosphere at a rate of 1.67 °C·s-1 until
reached the required temperature (500, 600, 700 and 800 °C) and then kept in the
furnace for 1 minute to allow the system to equilibrate.
(4) The argon flow was switched off concurrently with the introduction of
polyphosphate lubricant solution to the hot steel surface. The whole process was kept
for 3s.
(5) Kept the specimen at the required temperature for another 1 minute for stabilizing
the isothermal reaction process between hot steel surface and polyphosphate
lubricant.
(6) The specimen was then cooled down to room temperature at 1.67 °C·s-1.
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5.1.2

Tribological tests

The friction and wear behaviours of lubricant were tested using the ball-on-disc
Tribometer (UMT2 Multi-Specimen Testing System). The sliding speed and normal
load were similar to the actual slip rate and contact pressure during ferrite rolling
experiment. An external lubrication system, a schematic of which is shown in Fig.
5.3, was designed and added to this tribometer. The flow rate of the lubricant
solution was manually controlled to 0.02 ml·s-1 for providing effective lubrication.

Fig. 5.3 Multi-Specimen Ball-on-disc Tribometer with external lubrication system
Chromium steel (Cr15) balls of diameter 6.35 mm and Vickers hardness of 596 HV
were used as the stationary part with a surface roughness of 0.02 µm. The interstitial
free steel (IF) disc had a diameter of 50 mm and Vickers hardness of 403 HV. The
chemical compositions of ball and disc are shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Before
testing, the discs were polished to obtain their surface roughness of 0.01 µm, and
then ultrasonically cleaned in alcohol and acetone to remove any traces of machining
residues on the discs. The balls were similarly cleaned to remove any contaminants.
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Table 5.1 Chemical composition of ball (chrome steel) [wt. %]
Ball

C [%]

P[%]

Mn[%]

Si [%]

Cr [%]

Chrome Steel

0.98

0.018

0.27

0.35

1.48

Table 5.2 Chemical composition of disc (IF steel) [wt. %]
Disc

C [%]

P[%]

Mn[%]

Si [%]

Ni [%]

Cr [%]

Ti [%]

IF Steel

0.0027

0.011

0.14

0.02

0.052

0.11

0.067

The contact pressures were set to 5N and 10N (1.37 GPa maximum Hertzian contact
load) and the rotating speed was 0.1 m·s-1 at the rotation diameter of 30 mm. Fig. 5.4
shows the entire procedures of the tribotests in the ferrite temperature range. The
furnace increased the disc temperature with a heating rate of 0.85 °C·s-1. When the
temperature reached 50 °C below the sliding temperature, the rate was reduced to
0.15 °C·s-1 in order to avoid temperature overshoot. The tests were started when both
the ball and disc reached a steady state temperature. After a stable contact was
established, the disc started to rotate and the polyphosphate lubricant was applied to
the wear track. The friction coefficient can be obtained during the sliding process.
The data logged from each test was processed separately. All measured values from a
specific running condition were averaged between the data points. The tribo-induced
zone was formed on the wear track under the high temperature and load.

Fig. 5.4 Procedures of ball-on-disc tests with polyphosphate lubricant application
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5.1.3

Characterization of lubricant

The in-situ thermal process was recorded by the CCD camera with video format
which can be used for the full time observation of the morphological change in
lubricant when exposed to different temperatures. After the isothermal tests, an XT
Nova Navolab 200 workstation combines a dual beam high resolution focused ion
beam with a high resolution scanning electron microscope and EDS (FIB/SEM/EDS)
was used to characterise the surface morphology and elements of the specimen and
prepare thin foil specimens for further TEM observation. The FIB system was
equipped with a platinum deposition system for the surface protection. The FIB
column used a fine, energy beam with gallium ions that scanned over the surface of a
specimen. In order to effectively expose the sub-surface cross-section, a high gallium
beam current was used for rapidly sputtering away the surface of the specimen at a
size of 15 µm×5 µm×0.5-0.6 µm. For the nano-milling, lower currents of 1 nA and
0.5 nA were used for the fine surface polishing until the thickness reached 100 nm. A
JEOL JEM-ARM200F TEM and EDS were used to investigate the chemical
composition and microstructure of the FIB samples.
5.2
5.2.1

Results and discussion
Morphology of polyphosphate lubricant

This kind of inorganic polymer lubricant was composed of tripolyphosphate and
alkali dihydrogen phosphate in the mass rate of 3.75:1. The polyphosphate species
were diluted in a 100 ml water to yield a mass concentration of 20% of the lubricant
solution with a pH value of 6.7. It was a colourless transparent liquid, as shown in
Fig. 5.5 (a). After a natural dried process, the appearance of polyphosphate was the
white powder, having slight roughness characteristic, shown in Fig. 5.5 (b).
Fig. 5.6 (a) and (b) shows the SEM images of the polyphosphate lubricant in the
microscopic view. Many particles with different sizes accumulate and pack loosely
in Fig. 5.6 (a). The high resolution image exhibits well the fibrous structure of the
powder, and the bundle-like fibers are tightly stacking with random orientation and
length in Fig. 5.6 (b).
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Fig. 5.5 Photo of polyphosphate lubricant solution

Fig. 5.6 FE-SEM micrograph of the polyphosphate mixture at (a) low and (b) high
magnification
5.2.2

Structure of polyphosphate lubricant

The chemical bonds of polyphosphate lubricant can be detected by the transmission
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR), as shown in Fig. 5.7 (a). Table 5.3
lists all the corresponding infrared vibrational bands of the lubricant in the
wavenumber range from 700 to 1800 cm-1. The asymmetric peak between 1200 and
1350 cm-1 with a band at 1236 cm-1 can be assigned to the vas ( PO2 ) and the
maximum at 1281 cm-1 to the v( P  O) [22, 173-175], indicating that both chain and
ring structures have been observed in the phosphate lubricant. The characteristic
stretching modes vas ( PO32  ) in the region between 1050 and 1150 cm-1 and the P-O92
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H assignments matched well the alkali dihydrogen phosphate. As shown in Fig. 5.7
(b), the EDS result fully revealed that the lubricant was composed of sodium,
potassium, phosphorus and oxygen. The corresponding atomic ratio of Na: K is 5:1,
which was in accordance with our preparation.

Fig. 5.7 Lubricant (a) main assignments and (b) elemental content
Table 5.3 FT-IR Spectra of the polyphosphate mixture [114, 174, 176, 177]
assignments

absorption bands/[cm-1]

vibration type

P-O-P

715, 762

vs

P-O-P

835, 1023

vas

P-O-H

1588, 1512

v

P=O

1281, 1330, 1425, 1482

v

P-O3

1089

vas

P-O2

1236

vs

The XRD pattern of the prepared lubricant is shown in Fig. 5.8 (a). The main sharp
peaks at 17.420 °, 23.888°, 30.754° and 46.525° well matched the standard
potassium dihydrogen phosphate with good crystal structure, as shown in Fig. 5.8 (b).
A clear broad peak at about 30° indicated some fraction of amorphous phosphate
compounds in the lubricant which was the non-crystalline sodium polyphosphate
[178].
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Fig. 5.8 Crystal detection by XRD
5.2.3

In-situ thermal status of polyphosphate lubricant

Fig. 5.9 shows the changes of polyphosphate lubricant as the temperature increases
from 100 to 850 °C. At 100 °C, the lubricant covered the steel surface with different
shape and size. The scattering particles or accumulation was due to surface tension
during water evaporation [179-181]. When the temperature increased to 300 °C, the
size of the scattering particle (at the boundary of the dark black area) became bigger,
without a clear melting trace, as observed in Fig. 5.9 (b).
When the temperature was at 500 °C, the scattering particles tended to link with each
other. Meanwhile, the accumulation became thinner but no clear observation of the
melting action. This indicated the start of the melting action of phosphate lubricant to
some extent, as shown in Fig. 5.9 (c). Fig. 5.9 (d) showed most of the accumulation
was melted with some liquid-like flow appearance, forming a uniform film covering
on the steel surface which could protect the steel surface from the oxidation at
elevated temperatures. When the temperature further increased to 850 °C, there was
not much change observed on the microscope. A uniform film was established as
shown in Fig. 5.9 (f). It can be stated that this phosphate lubricant can provide a
liquid-like lubricating action with a fluid flow character at elevated temperatures. In
this study the melting action was observed from 700 °C.
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Fig. 5.9 In-situ thermal effect of polyphosphate lubricant on steel surface at (a) 100,
(b) 300, (c) 500, (d) 700, (e) 800 and (f) 850 °C
5.2.4

Isothermal reaction tests between steel and polyphosphate lubricant at
ferrite temperature range

5.2.4.1 Surface observation
After cooling the samples from 500, 600, 700, and 800 °C to room temperature,
further observation was conducted by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as
shown in Fig. 5.10. Naturally, water completely evaporated from the phosphate
solution at temperature beyond 500 °C, and there were only the phosphate
ingredients left on the steel surface as observed in Fig. 5.10. The melting point of
sodium polyphosphate and potassium dihydrogen phosphate is ~622 °C and
~252.6 °C, respectively. Therefore, the phosphate species partly melted by
characteristic of liquid-like property with the temperature reaching 500 °C, and some
of the lubricant particle still exist in Fig. 5.10 (a) and (b). When the temperature
increased to 700 ºC, phosphate powders of large granules size disappeared. It meant
the lubricant species would be fully melted, forming a near homogeneous film on the
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steel surface in Fig. 5.10 (c). As shown in (d), the steel substrate was coated with a
layer of deposit, which indicated the molten phosphate species could provide a
viscous lubricating film at the rubbing steel/steel contacts at elevated temperatures.
Moreover, as reported phosphates can be chemically bound to the metal/oxide
surface and subsequent formation of the tribofilm did play a key role in their
antiwear protection capability. In particular phosphates at interface of the
lubricant/metal substrate were predominantly short-chain which was energetically
favourable [108, 182].

Fig. 5.10 Isothermal reaction on the top surface at (a) 500 °C, (b) 600 °C, (c) 700 °C
and (d) 800 °C.
The above mentioned observations during the isothermal tests indicated that
phosphate lubricant could adhere well to the steel surface. Since phosphate
compounds had the actively chemical reactivity, the interfacial reaction of phosphate
lubricant with the steel surface took place. Therefore, the reacting process at the
interface needed to be investigated to reveal the elemental migrating mechanism of
phosphate lubricant at ferrite temperature range. The samples obtained at 500 and
700 °C were analysed by the EDS in the top view, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.11
and Fig. 5.12.
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A similar distribution of sodium, oxygen and phosphorus can be observed enriched
in the lubricant accumulation, which indicated phosphate lubricant adhering onto the
steel surface. By contrast, the differences in the elemental distribution were the
potassium and iron locations. At 500 °C, there was no trace of iron element in the
lubricant, which indicated no migration of iron but on the base of lubricant, while the
potassium element was well distributed with both sodium and phosphorus. When the
temperature was at 700 °C, a distinct signal of iron element was observed in the
lubricant together with the sodium element. The potassium element on the other hand,
showed a uniform distribution on the detected area as shown in Fig. 5.12. It can be
said that the sodium and potassium compounds melted and reacted with iron and the
potassium showed a better flow ability to cover the entire steel surface at a higher
temperature.

Fig. 5.11 The EDS mapping of specimen after thermal test at 500 °C
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Fig. 5.12 The EDS mapping of specimen after thermal test at 700 °C
Furthermore, in order to explain the phenomenon observed above, an EDS spot
elemental analysis mode was conducted to show more detailed point after the
removal of the noise from the background. An unheated steel surface was also
sprayed with phosphate lubricant and then detected for an elemental migration at the
surface.
Fig. 5.13 (a) and (b) show the elemental distribution of the original lubricant adhered
on the steel surface at room temperature. The lubricant included Na, K, O, P, and
their proportions agreed well with the prepared lubricant. The iron signal came from
the steel base and Au was from the coating and there was no elements of lubricant in
the spot away from the lubricant. At 500 °C, interestingly the K element appeared on
both the lubricant domain and the far location, and no sodium trace was spotted far
from the lubricant, which meant a melting of potassium dihydrogen phosphate in the
lubricant. When the temperature was 700 °C, the sodium element was found far from
the lubricant domain, as shown in Fig. 5.13 (f). In other words, the lubricant
completely melted. This analysis demonstrated that the potassium dihydrogen
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phosphate with a low-melting point firstly melted and migrated from the lubricant
pieces to the far location of the steel surface at 500 °C, while sodium polyphosphate
with a high-melting temperature fully melted at 700 °C, which was consistent with
section 5.2.3.

Fig. 5.13 Spots elemental analysis before heating (a) on lubricant piece and (b) far
from lubricant accumulation, after heating at 500 °C on (c) spot 1, (d) spot 2 and
after heating at 700 °C on (e) spot 3 and (f) spot 4; (g) location of spot 1and 2; (h)
location of spot 3 and 4
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5.2.4.2 TEM analysis of the cross-section steel interface with polyphosphate
lubricant
The surface analysis, however, did not reveal the chemical reaction at the interface of
steel surface and polyphosphate lubricant. Therefore FIB samples in the cross-section
were further investigated using TEM and the EDS mapping as shown in Fig. 5.14,
Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16.

Fig. 5.14 Cross-section of the specimen (a) and its (b) EDS mapping which was
tested at 500 °C
Fig. 5.14 (a) shows the interface of the specimen after the isothermal test at 500 °C.
An iron oxide layer with a thickness of 100 nm was formed on the steel base. The
composition on the top of the lubricant was mainly sodium, phosphorus and oxygen,
while the potassium element showed a distribution near the interface between the
oxide scale and lubricant. Additionally, a trace of phosphorus and potassium was
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observed at the interface between the oxide layer and the steel base, which indicated
that molten potassium dihydrogen phosphate penetrated into this interface through
the oxide layer. The iron elements found in the lubricant indicated an interface
chemical reaction occurred between potassium dihydrogen phosphate of the lubricant
and the oxide scale at 500 °C. Furthermore, the iron elements diffused from the oxide
layer to the lubricant region according to the Fe elemental map in Fig. 5.14 (b).

Fig. 5.15 Cross-section of the specimen (a) and its (b) EDS mapping which was
tested at 600 °C
Fig. 5.15 displays the interface of the specimen after the isothermal test at 600 °C. It
can be noted that the thickness of the iron oxide layer increased with temperature, to
about 300 nm on the top of the steel surface. The polyphosphate was not as compact
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as that at 500 °C, and there was no clear layered structure of the cross-section in Fig.
5.15 (b). The potassium phosphate was distributed across the lubricant layer as well
as the iron oxide. Moreover, some fractions of iron element diffused to the lubricant
layer as shown in the iron element mapping. Those results indicated that the lubricant
became homogeneous, and thermal-induced reactions between lubricant and steel
surface took place.

Fig. 5.16 Cross-section of the specimen (a) and its (b) EDS mapping which was
tested at 700 °C
In Fig. 5.16 (a), a layered structure of three regions can be observed at 700 °C,
including lubricant, oxide scale and Fe matrix. A high magnification at 120 000×
was conducted to analyse the elemental distribution in details, as shown in Fig. 5.16
(b). The iron oxide layer had a thickness of ~500 nm on the top of the Fe matrix. It
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can be observed that phosphate lubricant melted fully, and the K and Na elements
mixed well with each other. Meanwhile iron elements penetrated into the upper
phosphate layer, indicating not only the occurrence of the chemical reaction of
lubricant with the steel oxide scales but also a diffusion of iron atoms into the
lubricant region at elevated temperatures, leading to a non-homogeneous film of the
lubricant. Moreover, the distinction between the lubricant layer and oxide scale
gradually disappeared because the fully melted polyphosphate fully mixed with the
oxide at this temperature or above, resulting in a good adherence of the lubricant film
onto the steel tribo-pairs at high temperatures.
5.2.5

Chemical assignments evolution at ferrite temperature range

After the isothermal tests, the samples collected from the steel surface were further
determined by the FTIR to give the bonding transition of lubricant at elevated
temperatures in Fig. 5.17. The asymmetric peak between 1200 and 1350 cm-1 with a


maximum at 1236 cm-1 could be assigned to the Vas ( PO2 ) and the maximum at
1281 cm-1 to the V ( P  O) [22, 173-175]. In the region between 1050 and 1150 cm-1,
2

the characteristic stretching mode Vas ( PO3 ) , which was usually very intense in IR
spectra, was detected at 1089 cm-1, indicating that the phosphate tetrahedral structure
underwent some disproportionate reaction as reported in [174]. Both the chain and
ring structure of polyphosphates were found in the lubricant film. The absorbance
intensity increased with the temperature increase and the high intensity showed the
same distribution for all the temperatures, which might be related to the presence of
some iron phosphates in the lubricant. As a whole, at all testing temperatures the
thermal phosphate film showed no change of their structure according to the band
assignments, owing to its highly thermal stability of polyphosphate.
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Fig. 5.17 Main assignments of the chemical reaction film after isothermal tests
5.2.6

Mechanism of thermal reaction evolution

From the above discussion, a feasible schematic is proposed to illustrate the inherent
evolution of phosphate lubricant on the steel surface, as shown in Fig. 5.18. The
lubricant is a colourless transparent liquid which has been shown in Fig. 5.5. With
the temperature increases, water vaporises and only the solidified polyphosphate
lubricant adheres onto the steel surface. Due to the thermal effect, some active iron
atoms start migrating to the lubricant layer and a chemical reaction at the interface
occurs. When the temperature exceeds the melting point of potassium dihydrogen
phosphate KH2PO4, it will firstly melt, leading to an enrichment of KH2PO4 at the
bottom of the lubricant layer. When the temperature reaches the melting point of
sodium polyphosphate, a good mixture of the phosphate species is obtained. On the
one hand, due to the ion exchange among the phosphate compounds, the melted
phosphate provides a channel for the migration of iron atoms into the polyphosphate
matrix. On the other hand, phosphate species have a high chemical reactivity which
occurs at high temperature. Finally, a phosphate layer film including iron atoms is
formed, and adheres well to the steel surface through the chemical reactions at the
interface as shown in Fig. 5.18 (d).
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Fig. 5.18 Schematic illustration of thermal reaction evolution between mixed
polyphosphate lubricant and steel in the lubricant layer
5.2.7

Oxidation resistance of polyphosphate lubricant

At high temperatures, serious oxidation on the steel surface often occurs. The
differences in hardness and ductility of steel and its oxide lead to serious thermal
cracks of various kinds, and even oxide peeling off [183, 184]. For instance, after a
test at 700 °C the serious delamination of superficial oxide scale by the side of the
wear track was clearly observed with the absence of the polyphosphate lubricant, as
shown in Fig. 5.19 (c). If the lubricant was sprayed on the wear track before testing,
there was no oxide peeling off due to the presence of phosphate, and a black film
adhered well onto the steel surface as shown in Fig. 5.19 (d). At high temperature the
lubricant melted and the soft phosphate covered uniformly the steel surface. This
film acted as a protective barrier to the oxygen diffusion which required for oxidation.
Furthermore, the phosphate lubricant itself had an important oxidation inhibition
property, often observed in carbon/carbon fibers [180]. It was found that the
oxidation resistance was improved by the presence of -PO3 or -O-PO3 groups,
blocking the active surface and/or acting as a barrier. In particular, the oxygen atoms
which bridging the active species and a P group seemed to be responsible for such
oxygen inhibition [16]. As a result, it could be concluded that this polyphosphate
lubricant can effectively reduce the surface oxidation of both contact surfaces.
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Fig. 5.19 Surface changes before and after sliding tests at 700 °C. (a) Dry condition
before sliding; (b) polyphosphate lubricant condition before sliding; (c) dry condition
after sliding; (d) polyphosphate condition after sliding
5.2.8

Effect of lubrication apply method on the tribological performance of
steel/steel pair

In this section, the polyphosphate was pre-sprayed to the steel surface before the tests
and was different from the following section 5.2.9. The sprayed polyphosphate film
was 1 µm thick. We mainly considered the friction and wear performance of the presprayed steel disc against steel balls at elevated temperatures to determine the
influence of lubrication apply method on the tribological performance of lubricant.
5.2.8.1 Friction
Fig. 5.20 shows the coefficient of friction as the function of the sliding duration at
700 °C. It was known that, during sliding at elevated temperatures, the generated
wear debris consisted of oxidised and partially oxidised particles that, according to
Stott [185], can influence the wear behaviour in different ways. The debris could be
removed from the sliding contact. These might also be retained or entrapped at the
interface and caused two- or three-body abrasive wear. Without lubrication, it was
observed that the friction coefficient rose rapidly to a maximum of 0.5 at
approximately 100s, and then gradually dropped to about 0.45 at 300s. It was
considered the friction coefficient reached a quasi-stable value throughout the test,
depending on the oxide scales at the rubbing surface [185, 186].
In marked contrast, the presence of polyphosphate greatly lowered the friction at
rubbing steel/steel contacts. The friction coefficient declined rapidly from an initial
peak of 0.38 at 50s, reaching a value of 0.29. Subsequently, the coefficient of friction
gradually increased to its quasi-stable value of 0.42, which almost equalled to the
steel/steel contact in dry condition. According to the thermal experiments mentioned
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in section 5.2.4, at 800 °C, polyphosphate lubricant covered the steel surface by the
melting film, and displayed a liquid-like flow character, which led to a low friction
coefficient by its viscous lubricating ability. Noticeably, as the span of the steel/steel
contact in good lubrication state was more than 200s, it was sufficient for the
practical applications in the metal forming industry. Different from traditional
phosphate conversion coating, polyphosphate film behaved like a liquid lubricant,
and improved wear resistance by providing molten lubricant [21, 165-170, 187, 188].
However, with the extended duration the polyphosphate species were gradually
consumed, eventually an increasing friction was achieved in this study.
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Fig. 5.20 Evolution of friction coefficient at 700 °C
5.2.8.2 Wear volume
Fig. 5.21 shows the 2D profile of wear track at 700 °C under unlubricated and
lubricated conditions. Under unlubricated condition the wear track of steel disc had a
width of 2212.56 µm and a maximum depth of 58.33 µm, respectively. When
polyphosphate lubricant was present, the width and maximum depth of the worn steel
disc was 1643.52 µm and 13.47 µm, respectively. In the case of disc wear, the
average wear track profile can be integrated to obtain the track cross-section area in
Fig. 5.21 (a). The corresponding wear volume was 1.53 mm3 without lubrication and
0.52 mm3 in the presence of polyphosphate lubricant, while the ball wear was 0.72
mm3 and 0.23 mm3.
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Fig. 5.21 Profile of wear track at 700 °C
In this study the wear volume of the rubbing steel/steel pair can be reduced by up to
68% due to the presence of polyphosphate. The results indicate this molten
polyphosphate provides not only better friction but also less wear than that of dry
condition.

Different

from

the

oil-

and

grease-based

lubricants,

molten

polyphosphates have good rheological properties, i.e. the semi-solid consistency and
the higher viscosity, as well as the polar effect, which effectively contribute to the
improved tribological performance of rubbing steel/steel contacts. Furthermore, a
smooth wear track was obtained in Fig. 5.22.
Fig. 5.22 presents the SEM top-view of worn surfaces under unlubricated and
lubricated conditions. Along the sliding direction a number of wear debris were
scattered with different sizes, which mainly came from the abrading action of hard
oxidised wear particles, indicating the occurrence of severe abrasive wear in Fig.
5.22 (a). In the presence of polyphosphate lubricant, a smooth worn surface was
shown in Fig. 5.22 (b). There were some discontinuous films adhered well onto the
worn surface due to the excellent rheological properties of polyphosphate lubricant.
The corresponding EDS spot analysis inside the wear track confirmed the adhered
film was polyphosphate lubricant, by the presence of the peaks including Na, P, K, O
and Fe as shown in Fig. 5.22 (c).
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Fig. 5.22 SEM images of worn surface under (a) dry and (b) lubricated conditions at
700 °C, (c) EDS analysis of the worn surface under lubricated conditions at 700 °C
5.2.9

Influence of temperature on the friction and wear behaviours of
steel/steel pair

In this section, polyphosphate lubricant was introduced into the rubbing steel/steel
contacts by the real-time dripping process in order to simulate the true lubrication
conditions during ferrite rolling. The sliding distance was 40m. It was different from
the pre-spaying process in previous section.
5.2.9.1 Friction coefficient
The influence of temperature on the tribological behaviours of phosphate lubricant at
the rubbing steel/steel contacts is investigated. The corresponding friction results are
shown in Fig. 5.23. Generally, though the oxide debris of steel acts as a selflubricated material at high temperature which has a reduction in friction, the average
friction coefficient of steel/steel pair ranges from 0.4 to 0.5 at elevated temperatures,
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or even higher as reported previously [189, 190]. In contrast, the friction coefficient
drastically decreased to about 0.2 in the presence of phosphate lubrication at all
temperatures. It significantly reduced the friction by up to 60% due to the lubricating
property of phosphate species.

Fig. 5.23 Lubrication effect on the friction coefficient from 600 to 800 °C
Moreover, a clear effect of temperature can be seen in two aspects. First of all, an
increase in temperature reduced friction, and a minimum friction coefficient of 0.18
was recorded when the testing temperature was at 800 °C. It was known that shear
viscosity of lubricant layer depended on temperature. The viscosity was reduced at
high temperature, leading to a decrease in the coefficient of friction[191]. As
observed in Fig. 5.10, phosphate species fully melted at 800 °C, covering the steel
surface and acted as a viscous lubricant film which was responsible for the frictional
reduction.
Secondly, at the testing temperatures of 600, 700 and 800 °C, the response time from
dry condition to a stable lubricating state was 77.24, 72.16 and 66.06s, respectively,
presenting a dependence on the operating temperature, as shown in Fig. 5.23. Since
alkali metal polyphosphate was highly reactive, the melting of phosphate lubricant
provided the quick response time of the lubricant system at elevated temperatures.
Moreover, the antiwear boundary film can be readily formed on the steel surface at
200 °C, as reported by Marina et al. [98]. Pereira et al. [115] addressed that a
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pronouncedly decrease in the modulus from ~100 GPa to ~70 GPa can be found
when the temperature ranged from 150 to 200 °C. Zhang et al. [192] clearly showed
the formation of phosphate film only needed 10s to generate a film thickness around


100  . It can be stated that the lubricating capability of phosphate species at the
rubbing interface responded significantly to the operating temperature, as well as the
reactivity of the phosphate.
It needs to be noted that the friction coefficient measured here is always lower than
that is obtained during the ferrite rolling process under both unlubricated and
polyphosphate lubricant conditions. Although they are different to the rolling mill
results, the obtained friction from the ball-on-disc tests indicates the relative
performance of the polyphosphate lubricant compared to the unlubricated condition.
5.2.9.2 Wear volume
A dependence of the wear volume of the steel ball/steel disc under dry and
lubrication condition is presented in Fig. 5.24. It showed that the wear volume for
rubbing steel/steel pair had a similar tendency with the increasing temperature, both
increased with the operating temperature. It was however, clearly seen that the wear
volume of steel/ steel pair was less sensitive to the elevated temperatures by the
presence of polyphosphate lubricant. The tribo-pair showed a sharp decrease in wear
at elevated temperatures shown in Fig. 5.24, though the wear characteristics were
similar to that of the dry condition. For instance, at 800 °C, the steel disc showed a
reduction of wear volume up to 80%, and a reduction of wear volume for the steel
ball up to 60%, as compared with that of the unlubricated condition. This indicated
that the molten polyphosphate lubricant protected the surface from the excessive
wear under the conditions studied. Previous reported findings [106, 107, 193] had
also pointed out that, a heterogeneous polyphosphate film composed of various
phosphate species in long and short chains was formed in-situ on the metallic surface
from ZDDP under tribological conditions and provided the adaptive antiwear
capability. Note that the lubricant in this study is mainly polyphosphate. The molten
polyphosphate film which covering the steel surface has the liquid-like flow
characteristics, providing not only the viscous lubricating ability but also the
reduction in wear, as shown in Fig. 5.23 and Fig. 5.24.
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Fig. 5.24 Evolution of the wear volume with the wear sliding length of 40 m at high
temperature
5.2.9.3 Morphology of the worn surface
The SEM micrographs of the wear track of the steel disc and the corresponding wear
scar of steel ball under unlubricated and lubricated conditions are shown in Fig. 5.25.
Under dry condition, it was known that loose iron oxide particles at the rubbing steelbased pairs. Particularly, hematite (Fe2O3) can cause severe damage by abrasive wear
of the native oxide film of the steel surface. At elevated temperature, the crystallized
oxide particles had a relatively high hardness and high melting point above 1200 °C.
Abrasive wear itself produced much debris due to plastic deformation. Large nascent
surface quickly oxidized as shown in Fig. 5.25. Eventually, it caused a higher wear
volume of the steel disc shown in Fig. 5.25 (a). The corresponding steel pins were
characterized by scoring marks which might result from the abrading action of hard
oxidized wear particles, as well as several plastically deformed plateaus, as shown in
Fig. 5.25 (b).
In the presence of polyphosphate lubricant, the SEM micrographs in Fig. 5.25 (c, e
and g) showed a relatively clean and smooth steel surface. The plastically deformed
plateaus along the sliding direction were observed as well as the grooves,
characterized by fine abrasive action. For Fig. 5.25 (g) in particular, the original
surface of steel disc was almost not visible. There was a substantial amount of
polyphosphate lubricant accumulated during the post-cooling process, and finally
formed irregular streaks spreading away from the wear track. All steel balls were
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characterized by clear scoring marks to some extent, which resulted from the
abrading action of hard oxidized wear particles, as shown in Fig. 5.25 (d, f and h). It
was in marked contrast to the worn scar observed under unlubricated condition in
which compaction of oxidised wear debris on worn scars of the steel ball could be
clearly observed, as well as some material pick-up in the valleys and the wear
surroundings. In summary, the wear at rubbing steel/steel pair is predominantly
abrasive in nature, regardless of the absence or presence of polyphosphate lubricant.
As for the metal forming process, the introduction of polyphosphate lubricant not
only extends the service life of the tool but also improves the surface quality of the
workpiece at elevated temperatures.
As mentioned in Fig. 5.25, there was no visible surface of the original steel.
Interestingly, a number of dendritic streaks were parallel to the sliding direction at
the edge of the wear track, and some were at right angles to the sliding direction in
the centre of the wear track. The worn surface of the steel disc tested at 800 °C was
further observed by the high magnification SEM images in Fig. 5.26. The spreading
behaviour of the molten lubricant along the wear track was more apparent, as well as
the discontinuous regions with molten lubricant which solidified with intersecting
dendritic streaks in Fig. 5.26. It can be concluded that a substantial amount of
polyphosphate lubricant adhering onto the wear track displayed liquid-like
characteristic during the sliding process at elevated temperatures, which was similar
to the viscous flow ability as observed by the in-situ thermal analysis in section 5.2.3.
Moreover, loose iron oxide particles often developed under tribological conditions
and acted in a third-body abrasion mode to produce a number of wear debris which
accumulated at the edge of the wear track in Fig. 5.26 (b).
Pearson pointed out that, a chemical reaction between phosphates and iron oxides
inevitably occurred. The phosphates were hard bases whereas Fe3+ belonged to the
hard Lewis acid, according to the hard and soft acids and bases (HSAB) principles
[194]. Bancroft et al. [95] also found that tribofilm was composed of a mixture of
long and short chains of iron phosphate species, which were chemically intergrown
with the iron oxide debris. This intergrowth presumably provided a strong
attachment of the oxide scales on the wear track, as reported by Willermet et al.
[195]. Therefore, it was certain that much wear debris in nanoscale was absorbed by
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the polyphosphate lubricant in the wear track, which may contribute to the wear
reduction of the rubbing steel/steel pair. Moreover, the molten polyphosphate
lubricant considered here was always located on the top surface, which effectively
isolated the air reacting with the nascent steel to avoid secondary oxide scaling at
elevated temperatures.

Fig. 5.25 SEM images of the wear track of steel disc and the corresponding wear scar
of steel ball under unlubricated and lubricated conditions: (a) and (b) 600 °C under
unlubricated condition; (c) and (d) 600 °C under lubricated condition; (e) and (f)
700 °C under lubricated condition; (g) and (h) 800 °C under lubricated condition
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Fig. 5.26 FE-SEM micrographs of the wear tracks at 800 °C
5.2.9.4 Micro topography of the worn surface
The AFM technique has been used recently by several researchers to observe the
topography of the thermal film and tribofilm generated from polyphosphate lubricant
[109, 111, 192]. In order to evaluate the effect of polyphosphate lubricant on the
micro roughness of the rubbing zone, Fig. 5.27 shows the AFM images of the worn
surfaces at 600, 700 and 800 °C under unlubricated and lubricated conditions. The
micro roughness was calculated with a scan size of 50 µm ×50 µm. The surface
average roughness Ra was used to describe the surface roughness of the worn
surfaces.
From the top-view, deeper and sharper scratches were observed on the worn surface
under unlubricated conditions, as shown in Fig. 5.27 (a, c, and e). Usually there were
many oxide scales on the worn surface, the sizes of peaks and valleys on the oxide
layer increased with temperature, forming a rougher surface. The coarser surfaces
were due to the severe oxidative wear at high temperature. However, in the presence
of polyphosphate lubricant the worn surface showed a highly uniform surface with
smooth areas that may be related to the appearance of the antiwear film. According
to the reference [52], the scratches and grooves observed in the images of Fig. 5.27
(b, d, and f) were either covered with tribofilm pads or bare. In this study, the pads
on the worn surface were not found. It was possible that some films had been
removed during the abrasion and wear.
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Fig. 5.27 AFM images of worn surfaces under (a) unlubricated, (b) lubricated
conditions at 600 °C, (c) unlubricated, (d) lubricated conditions at 700 °C, (e)
unlubricated, (f) lubricated conditions at 800 °C
Surface roughness data calculated from AFM images after rubbing experiments were
plotted in Fig. 5.28. The results of the micro roughness Ra showed that, the presence
of polyphosphate lubricant effectively lowered the micro roughness at the rubbing
contact zone, as compared to that in dry condition. It was clear that the value of Ra at
constant load and constant sliding speed increased with the increasing temperature,
and strongly depended on the oxidation and deformation of the rubbing steel/steel
pair [185, 186]. In marked contrast, for the steel/steel pair under lubricated condition,
the micro roughness remained around 300 nm regardless of the elevated temperatures.
For instance, the lowest Ra of 280.32 nm was obtained at 700 °C. As a consequence,
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the polyphosphate lubricant had somewhat a polishing effect on the sliding surface in
this study. Under tribo-stressed conditions, polyphosphate lubricant reacted with the
oxide scales at the contacting area [107, 108], and generated a tribofilm which was
responsible for the antiwear and the friction reduction. It was reasonable that, at such
high temperature, polyphosphate would chemically digest hard iron oxide particles to
eliminate the abrasive extent at the sliding surface and make the rubbing contact
smooth.

Fig. 5.28 Average micro roughness of the worn surface
5.2.10 Elemental and composition analysis of the worn surface
5.2.10.1 EDS analysis
When two surfaces are in sliding contact, mechanical-chemical reactions occur in the
contacting region that will not occur outside this zone. The corresponding dendritic
streak of polyphosphate lubricant was analysed by the EDS mapping, as shown in
Fig. 5.29. Spot 1 was on the dendritic streak of lubricant and spot 2 was on the
location without dendritic streak. It was noticed that this streak was mainly
composed of phosphorus, oxygen and sodium. The qualitative analysis confirmed it
was the applied lubricant of phosphate species composed of P, O, Na, and K
elements, by the EDS spots analysis in Fig. 5.30. In the case of potassium
dihydrogen phosphate, it was found that potassium elements were distributed
throughout the detected area in Fig. 5.29. And its appearance was consistent with the
iron oxide particles in nano scale, and accompanied by an amount of iron, sodium,
phosphorus and oxygen elements. It was not known for certain the exact
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microstructure of tribofilm in this study, at least it can be concluded that iron
phosphates species were formed along the contacting region, and played a key role in
lowering the wear. It is granted that, sodium polyphosphate and potassium
dihydrogen phosphate are the energetically hard bases, and they will readily react
with the wear iron oxide scales especially for the nano-sized particles at high
temperature. The micro-sized iron oxide particles may not enter the contact zone
easily. It explained well the reason that the distribution of phosphorus element
around the nano particles with iron element in Fig. 5.29. The distribution of iron
element always appeared around the nano particles of iron oxides and accompanied
by the oxygen element shown in Fig. 5.29.

Fig. 5.29 EDS mapping of the dendritic streak on the worn surface

Fig. 5.30 Spots elemental analysis on (a) spot 1 and (b) spot 2 in Fig. 5.29
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5.2.10.2 XPS analysis
The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) surface analysis usually provides semiquantitative elementary analysis, which permits calculations of the stoichiometry of
the surface material with a sampling depth of several nanometers. It has been used as
a quantitative probe of the structure of polyphosphate so as to study the tribofilm
formed in the presence of the polyphosphate [22, 24, 180, 196]. The XPS chemical
analysis was carried out on the wear track after ball-on-disc tribotests in order to
detect the possibility of the chemical reactions of polyphosphate lubricant with
nanoscale iron oxides, where the binding energies were calibrated according to the
C1s peak at 284.5 eV as a reference.
The representative XPS survey for the worn surface at 700 and 800 °C, respectively
in Fig. 5.31, showed presence of O, P, Fe, Na and K elements in the wear track.
Some carbon was present in the whole XPS spectra, however, it belonged to the
surface contamination. Table 5.4 shows the elementary composition of the worn
surface at 700 and 800 °C. It can be noted that iron was detected in all worn surfaces,
which can be attributed essentially to the formation of tribofilm in the presence of
iron phosphate. However, there was no clear difference of the elementary
composition of the worn surface at different temperatures.
Table 5.4 Peak positions and elemental compositions of the mean peaks related to
the tribofilm at 700 and 800 °C

Peak positon/[eV]
Element Comp./[%]
at 700 °C
Element Comp./[%]
at 800 °C

O-1s

P-2p

Fe-2p

Na-1s

K-2p

532.61

134.1

711.6

1072.1

286.6

56.86

6.71

4.46

18.09

12.88

63.4

6.65

5.12

15.85

9.99
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Fig. 5.31 Survey full XPS spectra at (a) 700 °C and (b) 800 °C
XPS analysis also provided the chemical composition of each element in the surface
film. Each spectrum was fitted with Gaussian peaks by using a least-square curvefitting algorithm and subtracting a Shirley background. In the Fe2p3/2 peak, it was
quite complex because of the superimposition of the contributions which were due to
the different iron species present in the surface film and the substrate. In the case of
iron phosphate, the iron peak had a maximum at 712.2±0.2 eV, whereas the iron
oxide also showed an iron peak at 712.2±0.2 eV [24]. As shown in Fig. 5.32, the
signals of Fe2p3/2 at 708.1 eV and Fe2p1/2 at 709.9 eV can be observed in the worn
surface at 700 °C, respectively. At 800 °C, the iron signal in the worn surface was
similar to that obtained at 700 °C, and no iron oxide appeared on the worn surface. In
this case, according to reference [24], the iron in the oxidation state (II), found at
708~709 eV, was assigned to iron in a phosphate and/or in a hydroxide. The Fe (III)
presented at 711 eV could be assigned to the iron phosphate signals. Nevertheless we
were able to distinguish the contribution of metallic iron close to 707 eV of the
binding energy, but we could not separate oxide from phosphate since their binding
energies were around 712 eV. Therefore, it was possible that iron phosphate species
presented on the worn surface. In order to obtain the accurate information of the
boundary film, further study of the O1s peak was the only way to determine if the
oxide, particularly iron oxide was present in the film.
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Fig. 5.32 High-resolution XPS spectra of the decomposed Fe2p at 700 °C and 800 °C
O1s is particularly interesting because it contains information on phosphate, also on
iron oxide chemical forms, as well as the air [180]. In this case, typical O1s spectra
with their components was displayed in Fig. 5.33. The first peak at 530 eV,
characteristic of iron oxide, was absent in the case of polyphosphate but for the nonbridging oxygen (NBO) and the bridging oxygen (BO) of phosphate groups. This
could reveal that polyphosphate had reacted with the native oxide layer on the steel.
Moreover, the detected peaks at 530.9±0.1 eV and 531.0±0.1 eV were assigned to
the oxygen in the phosphate group and the presence of air or water, respectively. In
the case of the oxygen in phosphate compound, the P-O, P-OH and P=O belonged to
the typical non-bridging oxygen (NBO) while the bridging oxygen (BO) was in the
form of P-O-P. The binding energy of NBO was always lower than that of BO. It has
been reported that it was possible to distinguish the phosphate of different chain
lengths by the ratio between the BO and NBO peaks calculated from XPS [197]. The
ratio of BO/NBO in the worn surface was about 33% at 700 °C, whereas the ratio of
BO/NBO in the worn surface was about 13% at 800 °C. It indicated a change in the
chain length of polyphosphate lubricant under tribo-stressed conditions [107, 197].
Furthermore, the binding energy of BO had a lower shift which indicated a reduction
of long chain polyphosphate at elevated temperatures [22, 198]. In addition, it was
noted that the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of NBO was 3.00 eV at 700 °C
and 4.66 eV at 800 °C, respectively (Table 5.5), both were higher than the tests
reported at low temperatures [22, 180]. It should be stated that, during the sliding
process the tribochemcial reactions occurred in the presence of alkali metal
polyphosphate lubricant. It chemically digested the iron oxide particles, leading to a
reduction in the chain length of polyphosphate species at rubbing contacts.
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Table 5.5 Peak position Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of main peaks from
the high-resolution XPS spectra
O

O

P

P

Fe

Fe

Na

K

K

NBO

BO

2P1/2

2P3/2

III

II

1s

2P1/2

2P3/2

FWHM/[eV]

3.00

4.34

1.66

2.10

2.96

2.61

2.58

0.56

1.04

Peak positon/[eV]

530.9

534.4

135.2

133.8

709.9

708.1

1071.7

296.8

293.7

FWHM/[eV]

4.66

2.38

2.21

1.48

2.88

2.69

2.26

1.89

1.57

Peak positon/[eV]

531.0

533.1

134.6

133.7

710.0

708.0

1072.1

296.5

293.8

Temperature/[°C]

700 °C

800 °C

Fig. 5.33 High-resolution XPS spectra of the decomposed O1s spectra at 700 °C and
800 °C
The phosphorus was often fitted taking into account the spin-orbit coupling with a
doublet having one component at a lower binding energy, assigned to the P 2p3/2 signal,
and one at a higher binding energy, assigned to the P2p1/2 signal [180]. As the
phosphorus was in the orthophosphate group of PO43 , the binding energy of the P2p3/2
component was found at 133.5 eV [198, 199]. In this study, the binding energy of the
P2p3/2 component was 133.8±0.1 eV at 700 °C and 133.7±0.1 eV at 800 °C,
respectively. It was in good agreement with the reported binding energy of
phosphorus in the literatures [107, 198]. It was possible that the number of -PO2 units
in the surface film did not change significantly when exposed to the increasing
temperatures (Fig. 5.34).
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Fig. 5.34 High-resolution XPS spectra of the decomposed P2p at 700 °C and 800 °C
In the case of the Na1s and K2p spectra shown in Fig. 5.35, both were from the
applied lubricant. For example, the binding energy of the Na1s peak was 1071.7 eV at
700 °C and 1072.1 eV at 800 °C, respectively. Considering the potassium element,
the binding energy was found at 296.8 eV assigned to the K2p1/2, and 293.7 eV
assigned to the K2p3/2, respectively. They were in substantial agreement with
reference [196]. It can be stated that polyphosphate species were present on the worn
surface.

Fig. 5.35 High-resolution XPS spectra of the selected Na1s at (a) 700 °C and (b)
800 °C and selected K2p at (c) 700 °C and (d) 800 °C on the wear track after sample
charging correction
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5.2.11 Tailoring microstructure of the tribo-induced interface at elevated
temperatures
Generally, the real contacting area of two sliding bodies is much smaller than the
apparent one, and the local pressure is sufficient to initiate severe plastic deformation
at the near surface with an increasing temperature. Hence, the near-surface volume of
both sliding partners becomes gradually modified with respect to morphology,
crystalline structure and chemical composition in addition to the surface [159, 190,
200, 201]. The subsurface of contacting bodies influences the response of wear and
friction of the rubbing pair. Many relevant researches have been intensively studied
nowadays. However, the influence of the molten lubricant on the tribo-induced
interface of the cross-section is still unknown. In this section, the subsurface layers
were examined with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and selected area
electron diffraction (SAED), as well as the EDS analysis, to observe the structure and
chemical composition of the tribo-induced interface in response to different
tribological conditions.
5.2.11.1 TEM observation of the hierarchical structure
As shown in Fig. 5.36, the backscattered scanning electron (BSE) image of the crosssection in the wear track revealed a near surface of the hierarchical structure,
approximately 3 µm depth for the worn steel disc investigated. According to the FIB
thinned TEM cross-section of the worn steel disc surface and its corresponding EDS
mapping, a hierarchy of four regions could be distinguished in Fig. 5.36 and Fig.
5.37. After the wear test there was a film located on the wear surface of region (I),
which was about 120 nm thick and consisted mainly of alkali metal phosphate of the
lubricant, such as K, Na, and P shown in Fig. 5.37. It acted as the tribo-boundary
film responsible for the friction reduction and antiwear [98, 107]. Within the
subsurface area of region (II), a degree of plastic deformation could be observed in a
1 µm layer of iron oxide, which could effectively relieve the local stress
concentration during a sliding process through the micro cracks or pores associated
with them [200, 202]. Most interestingly, between the oxide scales of region II and
the fine grained iron oxide of region IV, a gap appeared as the diffusion layer. It was
mainly made up of inorganic phosphate species like K, Na and P that could be
tracked across the oxide film of the region (II) though their contents were low in Fig.
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5.37. It can be stated that the molten phosphate species penetrated into the interface
between the loose and compact oxides under the tribo-stressed condition, further
acted as a binder making the oxide scales more compact [19, 20]. In particular at
elevated temperature, this phosphate film in region (III) also had a sealing function,
which can restrict free access of oxygen to the underlying surface and reduce
secondary oxide scaling. This constituted the third beneficial action of this inorganic
polyphosphate lubricant. In addition, there was the fine grained iron oxide in region
IV on the iron oxide base. Therefore, a particular integrated function of the
hierarchical structure was obtained with the antiwear, friction reduction and
oxidation resistance, thanks to the presence of the molten inorganic phosphate under
the tribo-stressed conditions. It can be inferred to have smart materials behaviour.

Fig. 5.36 (a) BSE image of a FIB milled section from the worn surface of steel disc
(parallel to the sliding direction), (b) TEM imaging
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Fig. 5.37 EDS mapping of the tribo-induced interface in the cross-section
Fig. 5.38 shows the select-area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the triboinduced interface with four sublayers. The selected-areas of A~D are corresponding
to the regions I~IV, respectively. In region I, the distribution of Na, K, P and O
atoms was very clear, which matched well the chemical composition of the lubricant.
Some of iron atoms showed up in this layer, forming the crystalline/amorphous
composite structure detected by the SAED pattern in Fig. 5.38 (b)-A. It meant that
most of the lubricant layer was still in the amorphous polyphosphate structure with
long-chains, with only a small fraction of crystalline iron phosphate species [118]. In
region II, it was mainly made up of iron and oxygen, and a clear overlap of iron with
phosphate species could be observed between region II and region III, thereby
delimiting the interface and promoting their interfacial bonding strength. Meanwhile,
the iron phosphate species could be formed under such severe friction conditions
[22]. The SAED analysis in this region revealed clearly an irrational pattern, which
contains several grains and none of which were close to low index zone axes because
there were not many spots and no simple symmetry. It indicated the existence of iron
oxide and iron phosphate. According to EDS mapping of the region III, this layer
showed a lighter colour than that of region II, which indicated that this layer
predominantly consisted of light atoms such as phosphorus, potassium, sodium and
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oxygen elements. The amount of iron element was less than it was in region II. The
SAED of region III showed the regular crystal matrix, indicative of the single crystal
feature, which was in accordance with iron phosphate. This intermediate served as an
isolated layer between region II and IV. Therefore the region IV mainly included
iron oxide scales while some of iron phosphate species lied in the transition interface.
The corresponding SAED pattern showed a clear superstructure. The sharp rings
with calculated lattice spacings corresponded well to the (1 1 1) and (1 1 0) plane of
cubic iron oxide FeO, while the intensive spots, confirmed this layer was Fe3O4. It
should be stated that, very few studies refer to phosphate species from phosphoruscontaining additives enter into the intermediate between region II and region IV
under tribological conditions. This result is of a significant importance since it
definitely proves that the phosphate species have the anti-oxidizing ability from the
diffusion layer in addition to the adaptively antiwear capability.

Fig. 5.38 (a) Cross-section of the tribo-induced zone with multi-layers; (b)
diffraction pattern on sublayers
5.2.11.2 Temperature effect on the tribo-induced interface
Fig. 5.39 showed the cross-section TEM images of the tribo-induced interface in the
rubbing contact region at 600, 700 and 800 °C. The results showed very well the
inhomogeneously hierarchical structure for all specimens. Especially from the worn
surface to the steel substrate, elementary distributions were similar for all specimens,
according to the corresponding EDS mapping recorded in this cross-section of the
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tribo-induced interface. Also, it was noticed that the total thickness of the triboinduced zone increased with temperatures, as shown in Fig. 5.39. As for the region I
of the tribo-boundary film, it was always around 120 nm and did not show a clear
change of the thickness with the increasing temperatures. It was certain that the
molten phosphate tribofilm possessed an excellent viscous lubricating property at all
high temperatures.

Fig. 5.39 The cross-section TEM image and processed EDS mapping of the wear
track of steel disc after tribological tests at 600, 700 and 800 °C
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Nevertheless, a distinct increasing thickness from 180 to 950 nm could be observed
for the plastic deformation layer of region II, in response to the temperature from 600
to 800 °C, shown in Fig. 5.40. From mentioned EDS analysis, this film thickness of
iron oxides was strongly dependent on the service temperature. The heating
temperature led to a sharp increase of the plastic deformation layer under tribostressed conditions [21, 165-170]. For region III of the diffusion layer, the change of
the thickness was similar to region II. At high temperature, the top oxide layer was
usually loose, and enriched with defects like pores or cracks. The polyphosphate
lubricant was in the molten state having the liquid-like flow capability. Therefore, it
could reasonably be said that the polyphosphate lubricant penetrated into the zone
between region II and region IV under the combining effects of pressure, shear and
temperature. However, whether the molten state of polyphosphate species existed in
this region, need to be further studied in the future work. Therefore, the elevated
temperature has a significant influence on the tribo-induced interface.

Fig. 5.40 Evolution of the sublayer thickness of the tribo-induced zone after sliding
tests at 600, 700 and 800 °C
5.2.11.3 EDS analysis of the elementary evolution of the tribo-induced interface
EDS analysis has provided a clear element distribution from the surface to the iron
oxide substrate (region IV) as shown in Fig. 5.41. The quick drop and increase of all
elements indicated the elemental changes between sublayers with ion diffusion and
reaction. According to the variation of element across different regions, region I of
the wear surface included mainly sodium phosphate compounds, with a thickness
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about 100 nm. Iron oxides were the main ingredient of region II, the thickness of this
sublayer was about 950 nm. In particular, it was found a clear decrease of iron
element and an increase of phosphate species which proved the molten phosphate
species presented in the region III, with a thickness about 730 nm. In the region IV,
there were oxide scales near the interface of region III. Many researchers have found
that the temperature and applied pressure affected the thickness and chemistry of the
tribofilm under tribological condition in the boundary lubrication regime. The high
temperatures can induce the formation of the thicker films.
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Fig. 5.41 Elemental distribution in the sublayers of tribo-induced zone at 800 °C
5.2.12 Load effect on the interface microstructure
In general, the applied load is one of the factors affecting the wear and friction
behaviours of the sliding bodies. It not only greatly affects the tribochemical
interactions at the contacting zone in the presence of lubricant, but also the phase
transformation of the sub-surface under tribo-stressed conditions [21, 165-170]. In
this section, we mainly consider the influence of the applied load on the triboinduced interfaces. Fig. 5.42 shows the cross-section TEM of the tribo-induced
interface under different pressures at 800 °C. The applied load was 5N and 10N,
respectively. The TEM images clearly showed the hierarchical structure at both low
and high loads, as shown in Fig. 5.42 (a) and (b). In a remarkable contrast, at a load
of 5N the plastic deformation zone had a thickness of 2.33 µm, whereas at 10N the
thickness of this region greatly decreased to 0.95 µm. It can be labelled as the plastic
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deformation region (II). The reduction in the thickness of region II may correlate
with the following factors: (1) the self-deformation in response to the applied load
when sliding at high temperatures; (2) the elimination of defects across the
deformation zone resulting in a more compacted oxide scale. It has been found that
some polyphosphate lubricant filled into the cracks in the plastic deformation zone,
according to the EDS mapping analysis in Fig. 5.37. In turn, those lubricants can
improve the properties of oxide scales with a better deformation ability and
resistance to brittle fracture.

II

II

III

III

Fig. 5.42 Cross-section of the tribo-induced zone with multi-layers under (a) 5N, (b)
10N, and (c) EDS mapping of (a) at 800 °C
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As for the diffusion layer in region (III), which was made up of inorganic phosphate
species with K, Na and P, can be tracked across the oxide layer of the region (II).
Although their contents were low, it can further act as the binder to make the oxide
scales more compact [19]. At elevated temperature, this phosphate film in region (III)
also had a sealing function, which can restrict free access of oxygen to the underlying
surface and reduce secondary oxide scaling.
The formation of sublayer II became denser when the applied load increased. For the
sublayer III, some voids can be observed in this sublayer at a lower contact load.
During the formation of the layered structure, the lubricant melted and flowed to this
layer. The load showed extrusion effect on the formation of this layer. Higher load
always showed a better layer density during the formation of this sublayer. It also
provided the motive power for the chemical reaction at high temperatures [25, 94,
203]. At high temperature, this layer was mainly in the molten glassy state and
showed liquid-like property with high viscosity. The molten lubricant absorbed the
spalled oxide scale particles and then reacted to form the antiwear film. The similar
thickness of sublayer III under different loads presents this sublayer mainly
undertakes shear and load without permanent unrecoverable self-deformation. The
molten glassy state provided the liquid-like lubricant performance.
5.2.13 Model of the hierarchical structure at tribo-interfaces and its function
Usually, the oxide layer forms on the steel surface at elevated temperatures,
consisting mainly Fe2O3 on the top of the oxide layer [204, 205]. The oxide layer is
brittle, and will crack and even peels off under the thermal-mechanical coupled
conditions in the absence of the lubricant, resulting in a severe wear and high friction
of the sliding parts. As for a lubricant in the melting state and under the effects of
pressure and temperature, polyphosphate actively penetrates across the defects in the
plastic deformation zone, and then penetrates the interface of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 layers.
On the one hand, the molten of polyphosphate plays the role in reducing the friction
and wear by the viscous flow characteristics [27]. On the other hand, the molten
polyphosphate actively reacts with the iron oxides under the energy rich
circumstance. It not only digests chemically the iron oxide into iron phosphate which
is responsible for the antiwear ability, but also has the interaction with the iron
oxides at the defective interface with high activity.
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As for the respective functions of the tribo-induced hierarchical structure, it can be
concluded that: (1) the top layer of this boundary film is responsible for the friction
reduction and antiwear by the viscous flow ability of polyphosphate; (2) the thick
layer of region II is the deformed oxide scale, which effectively relieves the local
stress concentration during frictional process through the micro cracks or pores
associated with them when subject to the abrupt change in the tribological conditions;
(3) the diffusion layer of phosphate species which locates at the interface of Fe2O3
and Fe3O4, further acts as the binder to make the oxide scales more compact; finally
(4) fine grained iron oxide of region IV on the steel base supports the applied
pressure and protects the steel substrate. Therefore, a particular integrated function of
the hierarchical structure has been obtained with the antiwear, friction reduction and
oxidation resistance, thanks to the presence of the molten inorganic phosphate under
the tribo-stressed conditions, and it can be inferred to have smart materials behaviour.
Accordingly, a schematic of the tribo-induced hierarchical structure of the crosssectional interface and their respective functions is proposed in Fig. 5.43.

Fig. 5.43 The tribo-induced hierarchical structure and its functions
5.3

Conclusions

A series of thermal and tribological tests of the inorganic polyphosphate lubricant on
the steel surface at elevated temperature have been carried out : (i) to study the
influence of temperature alone on the lubricant status and its reaction with steel
surface, (ii) to investigate the friction and wear behaviour of the rubbing steel/steel
pair, (iii) to reveal the mechanism of polyphosphate composite lubricants, and (iv) to
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develop a new class of aqueous polyphosphate composite lubricant in hot metal
working. The resulting experiments contribute to the following conclusions.
(1) Polyphosphate lubricant melts at ferrite rolling temperatures, and forms a uniform
film covering the steel surface to further protect the steel surface from the oxidation.
The liquid-like flow characteristics of polyphosphate lubricant can be observed,
which sufficiently supports the viscous lubricating capability of such a lubricant at
rubbing interfaces especially for high temperature applications. The chemical bond
of the lubricant to the iron/oxide surface ensures the lubricant adhering well onto the
rubbing steel surface. In particular, when the temperature is sufficiently high, a
mixture of polyphosphate lubricant covers uniformly the steel surface, and at the
same time some iron atoms diffuse into the polyphosphate matrix by an ion exchange.
From the IR spectra, this kind of lubricant shows a high thermal stability without
change of its structure.
(2) The friction tests of the pre-sprayed steel by polyphosphate lubricant show the
friction coefficient decreases significantly by up to 50%. The wear volume of the
rubbing steel/steel pair is reduced by 68%. When the lubrication apply method is the
real-time dripping, a minimum friction coefficient of 0.18 can be achieved at 800 °C.
This polyphosphate lubricant acts in the molten glassy state, and greatly improves the
worn surface with better wear resistance due to the formation of the tribofilm.
(3)

This

polyphosphate

lubricant

has

formed

a

versatile

tribo-induced

surface/interface which provides an excellent lubricating ability, a good wear
resistance and an anti-oxidation capability. The in-situ generation of iron phosphate
in the tribofilm effectively improves the wear resistance of the rubbing steel/steel
pair. Interestingly, the phosphate film in region (III) also has a sealing function,
which can restrict free access of oxygen to the underlying surface so as to reduce the
secondary oxide scaling. It constitutes the third action of this inorganic
polyphosphate lubricant. Moreover, a degree of the plastic deformation in the triboinduced interface can effectively relieve the local stress concentration during the
frictional process.
(4) A new class of aqueous polyphosphate lubricant has been developed for hot metal
working. It provides multi-functions of antiwear, lubrication and anti-oxidation
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during the sliding process, owing to the formation of tribo-induced hierarchical
interface.
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6 MICROSTRUCTURE EVOLUTION DURING FERRITE ROLLING WITH
POLYPHOSPHATE LUBRICANT
Ferrite rolling has been extensively studied with kinds of steels, such as IF steel [3, 8,
206, 207], ultra-low carbon steel [5], low carbon steel [42, 127, 208, 209] and
stainless steel [128]. Tomitz et al. [34] reported that the ferrite rolling of IF steel
followed by coiling at an appropriate temperature guaranteed a complete
recrystallization and produced strip with a deep drawability and an improved texture.
Traditionally, the lubrication application during hot rolling is to improve the surface
quality and reduce the cost of production [9, 150]. The lubrication also can reduce
the rolling force and torque, save energy and increase the roll life. Since the
application of lubrication during ferrite rolling of IF steel can improve significantly
the material drawability, many investigations have been focused on this research area.
Barrett [43] reported application of mineral and ester based oil during the ferrite
rolling of IF steel and pointed out that the ester-based oil showed a better lubrication
performance by suppressing the detrimental shear texture throughout the rolled strip
thickness. He also addressed the economic benefits derived from a proper use of
lubricants in the industry. Zhao et al. [210] concluded the large reduction and higher
rolling temperature combined with lubrication during ferrite rolling can yield a better
drawability. However, little has been reported on the application of polyphosphate
lubricant during ferrite rolling and its effect on the microstructure evolution.
As discussed in previous chapters, the polyphosphate lubricant showed an
outstanding performance with a better surface quality, thinner oxide scale and lower
rolling force because of the formation of thermal film and tribofilm under severe
thermal-mechanical conditions. In this chapter, the influence of polyphosphate
lubricant on the microstructure evolution of IF steel after ferrite rolling was studied
and compared with different rolling and lubrication conditions. The evolution of
macrotexture and shear bands, as well as the information of individual grain
orientation were measured and analysed by means of XRD and EBSD.
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6.1
6.1.1

Experimental methods
XRD pole figure measurements of macrostructure

Ferrite rolling of IF steel strips under different lubrication conditions was conducted
on a 2-high Hille 1000 experimental rolling mill at the University of Wollongong.
The rolled IF steel strips were quenched by water immediately after the ferrite rolling
process in order to eliminate the possible recrystallization. The chemical composition
of IF steel strips can be found in Table 5.2. Prior to XRD measurement, the
specimens were cut from the ferrite rolled strips with dimensions of 25 mm×25 mm×
h mm (h is the strip thickness), and then one broad surface of the specimens was
ground by SiC papers and polished and finished with 1.0 μm diamond paste in order
to obtain a flat and smooth surface.
Pole figure (PF) measurements with X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the ferrite rolled
specimens were carried out on the PANalytical X’pert-PRO X-ray goniometer. PF
measurements by XRD allow the analysis of textural information of specimens
averaged over a large area/volume (macrotexture). Pole figure measurement is an
XRD measurement technique where the diffraction angle (2θ) is fixed and the
diffracted intensity is collected by varying two geometrical parameters, such as the α
angle (tilt angle from sample surface normal direction) and the β angle (φ rotation
angle around sample surface normal direction). The obtained diffracted intensity data
is plotted as a function of α and β. The sketch of the XRD scanning procedure with a
step of 20° is shown in Fig. 6.1 [124]. XRD measurement is based on Bragg’s law:

n  2d sin  .

(7.1)

where n is the order of reflection,  the wavelength of the beam, d the spacing of
the diffracted planes and  the corresponding Bragg angle.
Normally, for the XRD reflection mode, as a polar angle of 90° cannot be reached in
practice, the XRD measurement is usually measured up to a polar angle of 85°. The
complete pole figure from 0 to 90° and the corresponding ODFs were then calculated
by the X’pert Data Collector with a background correction. The corrected PF
measurements data was analysed by the MTEX from the MATLAB toolbox.
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Fig. 6.1 (a) Sketch of polar angle α and azimuth angle β in scanning setup and (b)
equal -angle scanning grids for pole figure measurements in steps of 20° with
conventional rolling coordinate system [124]
The PF measurements of ferrite rolled specimens were conducted throughout the
thickness by a distance of 0 and 1/2 (center) of strip thickness from the top surface,
as shown in Fig. 6.2. RD was the rolling direction, and the TD and ND presented
transverse direction and normal direction, respectively. The Cu Kα radiation was set
at 45 kV and 40 mA for the texture measurement. The defocussing of standard iron
specimen was measured for the correction of the specimen background. Incomplete
pole figures of {1 1 0}, {2 0 0} and {2 1 1} were measured for all the specimens.

Fig. 6.2 Macrotexture measurement plane
6.1.2

EBSD measurement of shear bands and microtexture

The microtexture of ferrite rolled IF steel samples has been studied by electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) measurement. EBSD is a technique that allows
examining the crystallographic orientation of many materials, which can be used to
elucidate texture or preferred orientation of any crystalline or polycrystalline material.
Microtexture which shows individual grains information can be studied by Kikuchi
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patterns with the electron diffraction method. It is the most popular and effective
method to analyse the shear bands and microtexture. Fig. 6.3 illustrates the
mechanism of the EBSD measurement [211]. An electron beam hits a tilted
crystalline specimen at an angle about 60~70°. The specific Kikuchi pattern which
contains the information of the crystal structure and orientation can be obtained, such
as individual crystal orientation and grain boundary misorientation, as well as the
quantitative representation of the microstructure of a polycrystalline sample.

Fig. 6.3 Schematic diagram of a typical EBSD installation in an SEM [211]
The ferrite rolled IF steel strips were cut into small rectangular specimens which
were parallel to the ND-RD plane with a size about 10×5×h mm (h is the strip
thickness). The specimens were then metallographically ground and polished. Due to
the lower hardness and good drawability of IF steel compared with other carbon steel,
an additional electrolytic polish was conducted to the specimens at ambient
temperature in order to eliminate the mechanical scratch. The details of electrolytic
polish were shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2.
Table 6.1 Chemical composition of the electrolyte for electrolytic polish of EBSD
specimens
Chemical composition
Volume/[ml]

Perchloric acid Distilled water Ethanol Butoxyethanol
55

65

510

70
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Table 6.2 Parameters for the electrolytic polish of ferrite rolled IF steels

Area/[cm2]
1

Temperature/[°C] Voltage/[V]
22

50

Flow rate

Time/[s]

16

60

The fine focus required a level more than 55 000x and then the EBSD magnification
was set to 100x for measurement. An area of 2000×1500 pixels (1.2×0.9 mm) was
set for all the EBSD detection. The scanning step size was 0.6 µm with a tilt angle of
70°. The total scanning time for one measurement was around 20 hours.
6.2
6.2.1

Results and discussion
Evolution of through-thickness macrotexture

6.2.1.1 Influence of lubrication condition throughout the rolled strip thickness
Fig. 6.4 shows the PFs of surface and central layer of ferrite rolled IF steels under
different lubrication conditions. It can be seen from Fig. 6.4 (a) that the Goss texture

110 001

and minor of 112 111 texture present on the surface layer after ferrite

rolling under unlubricated condition. It is well known that the Goss texture is
responsible for the deterioration of drawability [210, 212, 213]. However, the Goss
texture was effectively eliminated when the lubrication was applied. The dominant
texture changed to the rolling texture with component of 111 112 of 111 (γ-fiber)
which was parallel to the normal direction (ND), as shown in Fig. 6.4 (b) and (c).
Moreover, the polyphosphate lubricant showed even a better lubrication performance
with a lower intensity of shear texture than lubricating oil on the surface layer, as
shown in Fig. 6.4 (c).The results obtained in the present study were consistent with
Um et al.’s previous work [207]. He also presented the typical PFs of ferrite rolled IF
steels with and without lubrication, as shown in Fig. 6.5 (a) and (b). Ray and his
colleagues [5, 132, 133, 214] have investigated the texture obtained from hot and
ferrite rolling. Their work summarized the important orientation for rolling texture,
and provided a good reference for further study of the rolling texture, as shown in
Fig. 6.5 (c). As for the central layers, the texture showed a similar distribution with
all the lubrication conditions, as shown in Fig. 6.4 (d)-(f). As reported by Lee [146],
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the Goss texture remained even after annealing. Therefore, the control of Goss
texture during ferrite rolling is critical for the deep drawability of final rolled product.

Fig. 6.4 PFs of ferrite rolled samples at surfaces with (a) dry, (b) lubricating oil and
(c) polyphosphate lubricant; at center with (d) dry, (e) lubricating oil and (f)
polyphosphate lubricant conditions (700 °C, 40% rolling reduction)

Fig. 6.5 The surface PFs of rolled steels (a) with lubricant, (b) without lubricant and
(c) positions of relevant orientations (φ2=45°) [132, 207, 213, 215]
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The ODFs were calculated in order to quantitatively compare the texture evolution
throughout thickness under various lubrication conditions. The γ-fiber mainly
included 111 110 , 111 112 and α-fiber comprised of 001 110 , 112 110 and

111 110

. The Goss texture of 110 001 can be analysed as well. All of the

orientations discussed above can be represented in the φ2=45° section. The texture
intensity along the α-fiber and γ-fiber, as well as Goss texture, were shown
individually in Fig. 6.6. The friction between contact pairs (roll and steel surfaces)
introduced a clear shear strain [216] on the steel surface. The strain gradient was
developed throughout the strip thickness. Consequently, various textures after ferrite
rolling were developed at different through-thickness layers.

Fig. 6.6 Important texture on the (a) α-fiber and (b) γ-fiber and Goss texture of
surface layer; (c) α-fiber and (d) γ-fiber and Goss texture of center layer under
different lubrication conditions
The texture intensity on the surface and central layers was totally different under
various lubrication conditions. On the surface layer, a strong shear texture on the α142
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fiber can be observed under dry conditions, as shown in Fig. 6.6 (a). Both oil and
polyphosphate lubricants showed some effect on the reduction of α-fiber orientations.
However, the lubrication influence on these orientations was inconspicuous. The
corresponding texture on the γ-fiber pronouncedly changed under different
lubrication conditions. The texture intensity of Goss orientation was significantly
reduced by lubricating oil, as shown in Fig. 6.6 (b). The polyphosphate lubricant
presented even a better performance on the drawability improvement than lubricating
oil by enhancing all the texture on the γ-fiber and reducing the intensity of Goss
orientation, as seen in Fig. 6.6 (b). As reported in reference [43], the shear texture
can be avoided if the friction coefficient is less than 0.15. It indicated the uniform
texture throughout thickness would not be achieved until the friction decreased to a
certain level and the lubrication has a great impact on the texture formation. As for
the texture of central layer, the polyphosphate lubricant and lubricating oil did not
exert notable influence. The typical ferrite rolling texture can be observed under all
the lubrication conditions. It was clear that the shear deformation is the dominant
factor in the texture formation during ferrite rolling.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the molten polyphosphate lubricant reacted
with iron surface to form a hierarchical tribofilm. The polar molecules bonded to the
steel surface with different chain lengths. The boundary film with a thickness around
100 nm not only reduced the friction and wear on the surface during the ferrite
rolling, but also eliminated the shear strain so as to improve the deep drawability of
the ferrite rolled IF steels. Barrett et al [43, 141] developed a schematic showing the
influence of different liquid lubricants on the shear strain through-thickness, as
shown in Fig. 2.28. Without lubrication (dry condition), very severe shearing
occurred, with only a small central region experiencing plane strain conditions. In
contrast, the specimens rolled with lubrication showed only slight shearing, with the
ester oil giving better results than the mineral oil. In the present work, after the study
of polyphosphate lubricant effect on the through thickness shear texture, a new curve
can be added into the schematic to show the polyphosphate lubricant performance, as
shown in Fig. 6.7. The polyphosphate lubricant showed better shearing resistance
than the liquid lubricants.
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Fig. 6.7 Schematic of shear strain profile under different lubrication conditions
including polyphosphate lubricant effect on the ferrite deformation of IF steel
6.2.1.2 Effect of rolling temperature on texture with polyphosphate lubricant
Fig. 6.8 shows the influence of rolling temperature on the texture of IF steel samples
subjected to 40% reduction under polyphosphate lubrication condition. It was clearly
seen that the influence of temperature on the texture was limited between 700 and
800 °C. The texture intensity at 800 °C was a little lower than at 700 °C. Engler et al.
[213] reported that a lower finishing temperature developed more deformation,
strengthened the hot-band texture, and enhanced the texture gradient [217]. The
results indicated that polyphosphate lubricant can maintain good lubrication
performance suppressing the shear texture at all these high temperatures. Compared
to lubricating oil, polyphosphate lubricant possessed a superior performance at a
higher temperature. Barrett [43] reported that the lubrication had no effect at 800 °C
with mineral oil, resulting in a serious shear texture below the surface of the strip. He
also mentioned that four times amount of lubricating oil was required on the rolls to
equal the results achieved at 700 °C. Regarding the polyphosphate lubricant at high
temperature as discussed in Chapter 5, it was thermally stable in a molten glassy state
with a high viscosity, which provided a good lubrication performance in the ferrite
temperature range.
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Fig. 6.8 Important texture on the (a) α-fiber and (b) γ-fiber and Goss texture of
surface layer; (c) α-fiber and (d) γ-fiber and Goss texture of center layer at 700 and
800 °C with polyphosphate lubricant
6.2.1.3 Effect of rolling reduction on texture with polyphosphate lubricant
Fig. 6.9 clearly shows the effect of rolling reduction on the formation of texture
through the thickness. It is well known that an increase of reduction during rolling
without lubrication causes an increase of the shear texture [43]. However, the results
are quite different in our case with polyphosphate lubricant. The shear texture of the
surface layer showed similar texture intensity when the reduction increased from 25 %
to 40%, as shown in Fig. 6.9 (a) and (b). Moreover, the increase of the reduction
resulted in a further suppression of the shear texture and improved the texture on the
γ-fiber. Consequently, the drawability can be improved at the central layer, as shown
in Fig. 6.9 (c) and (d). The results confirmed that polyphosphate lubricant was
extremely effective in preventing the formation of shear texture increased with
increasing rolling reduction. It also gave some improvements with respect to through
thickness texture formation during ferrite rolling.
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Fig. 6.9 Important texture on the (a) α-fiber and (b) γ-fiber and Goss texture of
surface layer; (c) α-fiber and (d) γ-fiber and Goss texture of center layer with rolling
reduction of 25% and 40% at 700 °C with polyphosphate lubricant
6.2.2

Shear bands evolution

The deformation microstructure of the cross-section through thickness clearly
showed the in-grain shear bands after SEM and EBSD tests, as shown in the Fig.
6.10. As reported by previous work [8], these shear bands presented the fish bone
structure at angles around 30° to 35° to the rolling direction. The similar in-grain
shear bands can be observed in details in Fig. 6.10 (b). The in-grain shear bands can
be found under all the lubrication conditions, as shown in Fig. 6.10 (a), (c) and (d).
Shear bands often associate with the formation of texture. It relates to the drawability
of IF steels after ferrite rolling. The in-grain shear bands are responsible for the
formation of Goss texture [218]. Barnett [134] pointed out that the shear bands affect
the internal structure of most deformed ND fiber grains during the ferrite rolling of
IF steels. In the ferrite temperature range, the in-grain shear bands in the IF steel
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seems unaffected by the rolling temperature [8]. However, the local flow tendency of
IF steel during ferrite rolling depends on the strain rate sensitivity [219]. When the
lubrication is applied, the strain rate sensitivity can be eased as a result of the
boundary film formation between contact surfaces. A reduction of strain rate
sensitivity will decrease the fraction of in-grain shear bands within the ferrite rolled
IF steels, resulting in an improved drawability for the final industrial products.

Fig. 6.10 Band contrast images of ferrite rolled IF steels with (a) unlubricated, (b) the
magnified shear band in (a), (c) lubricating oil, and (d) polyphosphate lubricant
conditions at 700 °C with 40% rolling reduction
The lubrication effect on the reduction of shear bands is shown in Fig. 6.11.
Compared to the unlubricated condition, both oil and polyphosphate lubricants
showed pronounced influence on the reduction of the in-grain shear bands during
ferrite rolling. Moreover, the polyphosphate reduced the fraction of in-grain shear
bands by 48.5%, which was 16.2% more than the ester oil. These results also
confirmed that the polyphosphate lubricant enhanced the deep drawability of IF steel
after ferrite rolling.
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Fig. 6.11 Fraction of grains in the detected area (1.2×0.9 mm) containing in-grain
shear bands for different lubricants
6.2.3

Microstructure analysis

6.2.3.1 Influence of polyphosphate lubricant on the misorientation angle
distribution
Fig. 6.12 compares misorientation angle distribution of the grain boundaries of ferrite
rolled IF steel samples under different lubrication conditions by EBSD measurement.
Misorientation is defined as the crystallographic orientation relationship between two
neighbouring grains in the same phase [220]. It is critical to the materials properties,
particularly to the deformation behaviours. In the case of ferrite rolling of IF steels,
the misorientation shows a significant number of low angle boundaries in the
microstructure appearance. Most of the misorientations are located in the angle areas
below 10°, as shown in Fig. 6.12 (a)-(c). The characteristics of misorientation angle
distribution show a slight difference for different lubrication conditions. Interestingly,
compared to the unlubricated condition, the misorientation angle between 3 to 10°
has been slightly reduced after applying polyphosphate lubricant. However, the
lubricant had no significant effect on the misorientation angle during ferrite rolling. It
can be seen that the application of polyphosphate lubricant has little effect on the
small misorientation angle below 10 ° during ferrite rolling.
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Fig. 6.12 Misorientation angle distribution of the grain boundaries under (a) dry, (b)
lubricating oil and (c) polyphosphate lubricant conditions
6.2.3.2 Microtexture formation under lubricated conditions
As discussed above, the polyphosphate lubricant successfully suppressed the shear
texture and improved the drawability of IF steels after ferrite rolling. Fig. 6.13 shows
the ODFs of the rolled samples through the thickness. The ODFs were calculated via
individual grain orientation from EBSD results in an area of 1.2×0.9 mm from
surface to centre.
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Fig. 6.13 ODFs of ferrite rolled samples at cross-section under (a) dry (b) lubricating
oil and (c) polyphosphate lubricant conditions (φ2=45°)
To better understand the location of important deformation texture fibers in the Euler
space, Fig. 6.14 shows the ideal orientation of 110 and 111 fiber tubes after
ferrite rolling with polyphosphate lubricant, which is corresponding to the ODF in
Fig. 6.13 (c). The projection of the ideal orientations of 110 and 111 fiber tubes
on the Φ-ϕ1 plane matches well the ODF (φ2=45°) distribution of the test specimen.
Therefore, the calculation is trustable for the investigation of the microtexture at the
specific locations.

Fig. 6.14 Ideal Orientation of (a) <110> and (b) <111> in Euler Space
Fig. 6.15 shows the texture intensity of the ODFs along the α-fiber and γ-fiber
(Φ=54.7 °) in Fig. 6.13. It can be seen that nearly all the texture intensity under
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unlubricated condition was higher than the lubricated conditions along α-fiber. The
large amount of grains with an undesired texture can be found along the α-fiber with

001 110

component under unlubricated condition. In contrast, the polyphosphate

lubricant developed the favourable texture of 111 112 with an intensity of 6.54
along the γ-fiber, which was significantly higher than the intensity of 1.74 under
unlubricated condition. The increase of γ-fiber intensity (the orientation of

111 110

and 111 112 ) was favourable to the drawability of the ferrite rolled IF

steel samples. Polyphosphate lubricant significantly improved the texture after ferrite
rolling. As for the lubricating oil case, its contribution to the required texture
formation always showed a medium level.

Fig. 6.15 Texture intensity along the α-fiber and γ-fiber
Jia et al. [137] pointed out the friction played a great role in affecting throughthickness texture gradients due to the variation of shear strain along the thickness
direction. As discussed above, the polyphosphate lubricant which had a good thermal
stability reduced the shear strain and the texture gradient from the surface to the
center layer. Therefore, it can be concluded that the polyphosphate lubricant can
effectively prevent the formation of shear texture and improve the deep drawability
of IF steel.
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In summary, the polyphosphate lubricant not only improves the surface quality and
antiwear properties, but also suppresses the shear strain between contact surfaces,
shown by the enhanced γ-fibers with less shear texture. Finally it achieves an overall
improvement on the ferrite rolled IF steels with a good surface quality as well as the
rolling texture with a good drawability.
6.3

Conclusions

Both macrotexture and microtexture measurements by XRD and EBSD have been
performed to investigate the effect of polyphosphate lubricant on the texture
evolution during ferrite rolling. Shear bands and misorientation of grain boundaries
have also been investigated in a microstructure analysis. The following conclusions
can be obtained in this work:
The PFs and texture intensity ODFs reveal that the lubrication shows significant
texture improvement on the surface layer with less shear texture and enhanced γfiber, while the texture in the center layer is insensitive to lubrication conditions. The
polyphosphate lubricant presents a better lubrication performance on the texture than
lubricating oil. The temperature shows limited effect on the texture evolution due to
the stability of polyphosphate at elevated temperature. Taking the rolling reduction
into account, the intensity of γ-fiber slightly increases when the reduction increased
from 25% to 40%. Moreover, polyphosphate stabilises the surface texture and
reduces gradient of shear texture through the thickness with different rolling
reductions.
Polyphosphate lubricant shows a pronounced effect on the reduction of in-grain shear
bands by a fraction of 48.5% less than the unlubricated condition, resulting in an
enhanced drawability of IF steel after ferrite rolling.
The EBSD result shows slight differences of misorientation angle distribution of
rolled IF steels under various lubrication conditions. It can be seen that the
application of polyphosphate lubricant has little effect on the small misorientation
angle below 10° during ferrite rolling. The microtexture in a selected area of 1.2×0.9
mm indicates the polyphosphate lubricant develops the favourable texture of
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111 112

along γ-fiber and supresses the undesired texture along α-fiber with

001 110

component, so as to improve the drawability of IF steel.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1

Conclusions

Detailed conclusions have been described in each Chapter 4, 5 and 6. The general
conclusions are outlined as following.
7.1.1

Materials property and lubrication effect on IF steel during ferrite
rolling

 The thermal-mechanical simulation of two kinds of commercial IF steel strips
indicates all the stress-strain curves do not display any obvious stress peaks
during the whole compression process. The constitutive equations of two
corresponding IF steels for ferrite temperature range have been established by
using the experimental results. The constitutive equations can reliably predict the
flow stress and pyroplastic deformation behaviour of IF steel in the ferrite
temperature range. The achieved constitutive equations provide theoretical
fundaments for designing the ferrite rolling process of IF steels.
 During ferrite rolling, the polyphosphate lubricant can effectively improve the
friction coefficient and roll roughness. It produces a better surface quality of both
the roll and strip. The micro roughness decreases by 68.16% when the
polyphosphate lubricant is applied during rolling. It also shows a better
performance for eliminating the oxide scale cracks on the ferrite rolled strip
surfaces.
 The TEM images indicate the polyphosphate lubricant film covers the steel
surfaces with a thin layer around 100 nm before and after ferrite rolling. The
accumulation of lubricant film is inhomogeneous on the top surface with various
thicknesses before rolling. However, it shows more uniform distribution on the
top surface after rolling due to the load, friction shear and lubricant effects at
elevated temperatures.
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7.1.2

Tribological behaviour of alkali metal polyphosphate lubricant during
ferrite rolling

 The high temperature microscope tests indicate the polyphosphate lubricant melts
and forms a uniform thermal film covering the steel surface to further protect it
from the oxidation. The TEM interface observation shows the thermal reaction
film formed on the surface even without load due to the thermal mixing effect by
means of ion exchange. From the IR spectra, this kind of lubricant shows a high
thermal stability without change of its structure.
 The friction tests with pre-sprayed polyphosphate lubricant method show the
friction coefficient decreases significantly by up to 50% compared to
unlubricated condition. The wear volume of the steel/steel tribo-pair is reduced
by 68%. When the lubrication applied method is the real-time dripping, a
minimum friction coefficient of 0.18 can be achieved at 800 °C. This
polyphosphate lubricant acts in the molten glassy state, and greatly improves the
worn surface with better wear resistance due to the formation of the tribofilm.
 The liquid-like flow characteristics of polyphosphate lubricant supports its
viscous lubricating capability in the rubbing interfaces especially for high
temperature applications. The chemical bonding of the lubricant to the iron/oxide
surface ensures the lubricant adhere well onto the rubbing steel surfaces. The iron
atoms diffuse into the polyphosphate matrix in the formation of the tribofilm
under load-shear-temperature effect.
 This

polyphosphate

lubricant

has

formed

a

versatile

tribo-induced

surface/interface which provides an excellent lubricating ability, a good wear
resistance and an anti-oxidation capability. The in-situ generation of iron
phosphate in the tribofilm effectively improves the wear resistance of the rubbing
steel/steel pair. A degree of the plastic deformation in the tribo-induced interface
can effectively relieve the local stress concentration during frictional process
through the micro cracks or pores associated with them. The diffusion layer has a
sealing function, which can restrict free access of oxygen to the underlying
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surface so as to reduce the secondary oxide scaling. It constitutes the third
beneficial action of this inorganic polyphosphate lubricant.
 A new class of aqueous polyphosphate lubricant has been developed for hot
metal working. It provides multi-functions of antiwear, lubrication and antioxidation during the sliding process, owing to the formation of tribo-induced
hierarchical interface.
7.1.3

Influence of lubrication on the microstructure evolution during ferrite
rolling

 The PFs and ODFs have been conducted to analyse the lubrication effect on the
macrotexture of IF steel after ferrite rolling. The polyphosphate lubricant and
lubricating oil significantly improved the surface macrotexture with higher
intensity of {111} orientation and decreases the Goss orientation. As a result, it
enables the deep drawability of IF steels after ferrite rolling. The polyphosphate
lubricant acts mainly on the top surface while the central of thickness crosssection shows less lubrication effect. With the temperature increase, the intensity
of γ-fiber is stable with a slight decrease from 700 to 800 °C. The increase of
rolling reduction can further suppress the shear texture when the polyphosphate
lubricant is applied.
 The shear bands can be found from the SEM and EBSD images. Polyphosphate
lubricant shows a reduction of the in-grain shear bands, which is better than the
performance under dry and lubricating oil conditions.
 The polyphosphate lubricant shows very limited effect on the misorientation
angle after ferrite rolling. The EBSD results about the microtexture show the
application of polyphosphate lubricant develops the favourable texture of

111 112

and supresses the undesired texture along α-fiber with 001 110

component, so a good deep drawability can be obtained afterward.
7.2

Recommendations for further work

The following areas are suggested to be conducted to continue the research from this
work.
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 The experimental technique conducted in the current work has proved to be
effective. The in-situ observation of melting and thermal reaction process is a
powerful technique and it is strongly recommended that this type of observations
be extended to study the melting and chemical reaction process of other solid
lubricant with different metals. As for the polyphosphate lubricant in this work,
how the influence of experimental atmosphere and various carbides of steels on
the formation of the thermal reaction film should be investigated in order to gain
a better understanding of the formation mechanism of physical and chemical
conversion film.
 The influence of temperature and load on the evolution of tribofilm sublayers has
been studied in details. The effects of sliding speed, application of lubricant
amount on the tribological behaviour, as well as formation of tribofilm still need
to be carried out so as to analyse the influence of these experimental conditions
on the evolutions of the tribofilm and evaluate a suitable application amount of
polyphosphate lubricant for the rolling and sliding processes.
 The mechanical properties of tribofilm are very important for the antiwear
performance. Nano-indentation and nano-scratch tests can be conducted to study
the mechanical properties of the tribofilm on the steel surface so as to investigate
the hardness, adhesion and wear resistance of the tribofilm formed at a high
temperature above 600 °C.
 The XPS spectra show some information about the evolution of chain length of
lubrication film at high temperature. More chain length evolution details under
various temperature, load and speed conditions during tribological tests still need
to be studied at high temperatures above 600 °C. The XPS, ToF-SIMS and
XANES can be conducted to analyse the chain length evolution in more detailed
ways if possible.
 The FIB and TEM investigation discussed above provides an effective way to
study the evolution of tribo-induced zone at high temperatures with
polyphosphate mixture as lubricant. However, the limitation is the entire
formation process of the sublayers can not be detected at high temperature
circumstance due to a lack of in-situ testing measurement at elevated temperature
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under heavy load and relative motion. More in-situ high temperature observation
methods need to be developed so as to study the in-situ formation process of the
tribofilm and its evolution with various experimental conditions.
 Further verification of the polyphosphate lubricant effect on the texture after
ferrite rolling need to be studied in details so as to demonstrate the practical
drawability improvement in the following applications, such as followed by a
cold rolling with high reduction.
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Appendix

APPENDIX A: MATLAB PROGRAM FOR THE FORMAT CONVERSION
FROM RECORDED XRD DATA TO MTEX READABLE DATA

clear all
clc
[fname,pname,finx] = uigetfile('*.txt');
data = load([pname,fname]);
fname = [fname(1:end-4),'.dat'];
[m,n] = size(data);
fid = fopen([pname,fname],'w+');
for i = 1:m-1
for j = 1:n-1
fprintf(fid,'%10.7f \t %10.7f \t %10.4f \n',data(1,j+1),data(i+1,1),data(i+1,j+1)) ;
end
end
fclose('all');
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